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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
There has been a d i s p a r i t y  between the conventiona l method 
o f  descr ib ing  topographic surfaces ( i . e .  contour l i n e  d e f i n i t i o n )  
and a format o f  surface desc r ip t ion  o f ten  used in con t inuous- l ine  
computer graphics ( i . e .  panel d e f i n i t i o n ) .  The two d i f f e r  enough 
tha t  conversion from contours to panels is not a t r i v i a l  problem.
A computer program tha t  performs such a conversion would g re a t ly  
f a c i l i t a t e  continous tone d isp lay  o f  topographica l sur faces ,  or 
any o ther  surface which is defined by contour l i n e s .
This problem has been addressed by Keppel^ and a l lu ded  to by
2
Fuchs . Keppel 's is an h igh ly  systemat ic  approach in which he uses 
graph theory to f i n d  the panel arrangement which maximizes the volume 
enclosed by concave surfaces. Fuchs mentions an approach to  the 
problem as par t  o f  an a lgor i thm to reconstruct  a surface from data 
re tr ieved  from a laser scan sensor.
This thes is  e laborates  on a general conversion system. 
Fol lowing a b r i e f  overview o f  computer g raph ics ,  a s imple a lgo r i tm
E. Keppel, "Approximating Complex Surfaces by T r iangu la t io n  
o f  Contour L in e s , "  Journal  o f  Research and Development, IBM Vol . 19, 
No. 1 (January 1975), 2-11. ”  " ~
2 . . .
Henry Fuchs, "The Automatic Sensing o f  3_ Dimensional Surface
Points  from Visual Scenes" (unpublished PhD d i s s e r t a t i o n ,  Un ivers i ty  
o f  Utah, 1975.)
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is described which ex tracts  a panel d e f i n i t i o n  from a p a i r  o f  
ad jacent  contour loops subject to the r e s t r i c t i o n  tha t  the two loops 
are s im i l a r l y  s ized and shaped, and are mutua l ly  centered. Next, a 
mapping procedure is described which g rea t ly  relaxes the above 
r e s t r i c t i o n s .  I t  is a lso  shown tha t  the conversion from contours to 
panels is inherent ly  ambiguous (to various degrees) and tha t  occa­
s i o n a l l y  the am ib igu i ty  is great enough to requ ire  user i n t e r a c t i o n  
to guide the conversion a lgor i thm . An important comp l ica t ion  add­
ressed in t h i s  thes is  is the problem o f  hand l ing  cases where one 
contour loop branches in to  two or more (or v ice  versa ) .
A t ten t ion  turns next to a contour l i n e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  the human 
b r a in ,  and specia l problems encountered in prepar ing those data fo r  
cont inuous tone d isp lay .  The f i n a l  chapters  exp la in  the fo r t r a n  
implementat ion , present an example problem, and show sample p ic tu res  
of the bra in  par ts .
Chapter 2 
AN OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS
The past decade has seen f a n t a s t i c  advances In the f i e l d  of 
computer graphics .  Today, i t  is a shel tered person who is not 
f a m i l i a r  with some form o f  computer graph ics ,  be i t  Snoopy ca lendars 
or computer ping-pong on one end o f  the spectrum, or soph is t i c a ted  
a i r l i n e  p i l o t  t r a i n i n g  s imulators  on the other end. D isp lay mediums 
used in graphics are very d iverse ,  and include ras ter  scan cathode 
ray tubes, cathode ray storage tubes, conventiona l l i n e  p r i n t e r s ,  
p l o t t i n g  machines, and f i lm  recorders. Perhaps the most l i f e - l i k e  
p ic tu res  are continuous tone images produced on ras ter  scan cathode 
ray tubes.
Continuous tone d is p l a y  requires the c a p a b i l i t y  o f  d e f in in g  
the l i g h t  i n t e n s i t y  o f  each pixel of a scan l i n e  - TV s ty le .  There 
are t y p i c a l l y  512 scan l in e s  per p ic tu re  with  512 p ixe ls  per l i n e ,  
and 256 leve ls  o f  l i g h t  i n t e n s i t y  for  each p ix e l .  For a co lor 
image, each pixel must know the l i g h t  i n tens i ty  for  each o f  the 
three primary co lo rs .  Given the in t e n s i t y  in format ion ,  a p ic tu re  
can be ' p a i n t e d 1 pixe l by p i x e l ,  scan l i n e  by scan l i n e .
Whereas the d isp lay  i t s e l f  is s t r i c t l y  a hardware problem, 
the software problem is c h i e f l y  t h i s :  What i n t e n s i t y  should each 
of the 2 5 0 , 0 0 0  odd p ixe ls  have in order to create  the desired 
p ic tu re ?  The preceding quest ion assumes a microscopic perspec t ive ,  
whereas the actual software development proceeds a t  a macroscopic
3
l e v e l .  The overa l l  software problem d iv ides  i t s e l f  i n to  several
major sub-problems, such as s p a t i a l  o r i e n t a t io n  ( t r a n s l a t i o n  and
ro ta t io n  of the o b j e c t ) ,  perspec t ive ,  hidden surface removal,  and
r e f l e c t i v i t y .  This b r i e f  overview omits d iscuss ion  of the s o l u t i o n
to these problems, but the reader is referred to a sampling o f
1 2  3
l i t e r a t u r e  addressing these problems. ’ ’
One po in t must be made here, however. Continuous tone 
graph ics  concerns i t s e l f  w ith  surfaces - s p e c i f i c a l l y  sur faces o f  
mathematical models. Consequently, on ly  surface d e f i n i t i o n s , as 
opposed to l i n e  or po in t  d e f i n i t i o n s ,  can be used as input d a ta .
One way to de f ine  an a r b i t r a r y  surface is to approximate i t  as a 
network o f  d isc re te  polygonal elements ( t r i a n g le s  and q u a d r i l a t e r a l s )  
which are defined f i r s t  by v e r t i c e s  in 3“D space, and f u r t h e r  by a 
connect ing perimeter. Such a d e f i n i t i o n  w i l l  he ra f te r  be re ferred  
as a panel d e f i n i t i o n .
The cont inuous tone p ic tu res  in t h i s  thes is  were photographed 
o f f  a Comtal Image Generator, The d isp lay  f i l e s  were generated using 
MOVIE.BYU - a powerful graphics package w r i t t en  by Dr, C h r i s t i a n sen
Henry N. C h r is t iansen ,  "App l ica t ions  o f  Continuous Tone 
Computer-Generated Images in S truc tu ra l  Mechan ics," S t r u c tu r a l  
Mechanics Computer Programs - Surveys, Assessments, and A v a i l a b i l i t y , 
Un ivers f ty  Press of V i r g i n i a ,  C h a r l o t t e s v i l l e ,  V i r g i n i a ,  June 197^, 
pp. 1003-1015.
^Henry N. Chr is t iansen ,  "MOVIE.BYU - A General Purpose 
Computer Graphics Display System," Proceedings o f  the Symposium on 
A p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  Computer Methods in Engineer ing, Un ive rs i ty  o f  ' 
Southern C a I i t o r n i a , Los Angeles, August
^W i l l iam  M. Newman and Robert F. S p r o u l l , P r i n c i p l e s  of 
In t e r a c t iv e  Computer Graphics (New York: McGraw-Hill ,  1973)
(of Brigham Young Un ivers i ty )  and Dr. Stephenson (now a t  the Univer­
s i t y  of A r izona ) .  This thes is  focuses on generating panel d e f i n i t i o n s  
from contour data in a format compatible with  the requirements of 
MOVIE.BYU.
CONVERTING CONTOURS INTO PANELS 
A LIMITED TRI ANGULATION ALGORITHM ,
A contour l i n e  can be viewed mathemat ica l ly  as the i n t e r ­
sect ion o f  an a r b i t r a ry  surface and a p lane.  In topography, the 
plane is genera l ly  hor izon ta l  a t  a s pec i f ied  e le v a t io n .  I f  the 
surface is closied, i t s  contour l ines  w i l l  l ikew ise  be c losed loops,
A set o f  contour l i n e s  on evenly spaced p a r a l l e l  p lanes comprise 
a contour d e f i n i t i o n  o f  a surface ,
Contour l i n e s  of an i r regu la r  sur face ,  such as found in 
na ture ,  do not lend themselves to curve f i t t i n g ,  or o ther  at tempts 
a t  precise mathematical de sc r ip t io n .  The most convenient numerical 
desc r ip t ion  of a contour l i n e  is perhaps one where the l i n e  is  
approximated as a s t r i n g  o f  s t r a ig h t  l i n e  segments. This d i g i t i z e d  
contour l i n e  o f fe r s  two pieces of in format ion :  nodal coo rd in a te s ,  and 
connec t iv i ty  o f  nodes. Connect iv i ty  is impl ied by the sequence in 
which the nodes are l i s t e d .  .
T r iangu la t ion  - the process whereby a panel d e f i n i t i o n  of 
t r i a n g u la r  panels is extracted from a contour d e f i n i t i o n  - is 
grea t ly  f a c i l i t a t e d  by observing the c onnec t iv i ty  inherent  in con t ­
our data . That c onnec t iv i ty  leads us to  e x p l i c i t l y  note an obvious 
ru le  in t r i a n g u l a t i o n : I f  two- nodes o f  the same contour are to  be 
defined as nodes of the same t r i a n g le ,  they must ne ighbor each 
other on t h e i r  contour l i n e .
. Chapter 3 .
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Also , no raore than two ver t ices  o f  any t r i a n g l e  may be 
recru i ted  from the same contour l i n e  (except, o f course, in the spe­
c i a l  case where the e n t i r e  area enclosed by tha t  contour is to  be 
capped o f f ) .
Tr iangu lat  ion is most l o g i c a l l y  carr ied  on between p a i r s  o f  
ad jacent  contour ITnes, Consider t h i s  pa i r  of contour loops T 
(top) and B (bottom) ,
Figure 1
Contour Pa ir  P r io r  To Tr iangu la t ion
Two requirements must be met before t r i a n g u l a t i o n  commences. 
F i r s t ,  both loops must run in the same ro t a t io n a l  d i r e c t i o n ,  and 
second, the f i r s t  nodes o f  each loop must be proximate. Both ru les  
are met by these loops , and they are ready fo r  t r i a n g u l a t i o n .
Perhaps a t  t h i s  po in t  d iscuss ion  might best cen te r  on the 
f i n i s hed  product .
8Figure 2 
Triangula ted Contour Pair
Observe in f igu re  2 the t r i a ngu la te d  contour p a i r .  I f  one 
were to ask onese l f  "How could a computer a lgor i thm be taught  to  do 
t h i s ? " ,  a few ideas would asser t  themselves. F i r s t ,  each contour 
segment can be considered to be the base o f  a t r i a n g l e ,  w i th  the t h i r d  
ver tex being a node from the o ther  contour .  Secondly, each t r i a n g l e  
appears to be as f a t  as poss ib le .  That i s ,  the t h i r d  ver tex is 
always very near i t s  counterparts  on the o ther contour l i n e .
With these ideas in mind, cons ider  again the u n t r i angu la te d  
loops. Referr ing  to f igu re  3 ,  t r i a n g u l a t i o n  commences by de f in in g  
diagonal 1 t~ lb .  Since contour c o nnec t iv i ty  requ ires  l t - 2 t  and 1b-2b 
as bases o f  t r i a n g l e s ,  there are exact ly  two cand idates  fo r  the f i r s t  
t r i a n g l e ;  Tt-1b~2t, and lt~]b-2b. Glancing back a t  the s o l u t i o n ,
sI
Figure 3 
Commencing Tr iangu la t ion
i t  is seen th a t  1t —1b—2b was se lected.  Moving on, once aga in  
there are exac t ly  two p o s s i b i l i t i e s  for  the second t r i a n g l e :  
l t-2b-2t , and l t _2b“3b. This t ime,  t r i a n g l e  I t -2b-2t is  se lec ted .  
Notice th a t  in each case, there are only  two t r i a n g l e s  t o  decide 
between, and tha t  the t r i a n g l e  with  the shortes t  d iagonal  is chosen. 
This procedure cont inues u n t i l  both loops have been traversed .
This " sho r tes t  d iagona l "  a lgo r i thm  is very e a s i l y  implemen­
ted ,  and works f i n e  as long as the two loops are m u tua l ly  centered 
and are o f  reasonably s im i l a r  s ize  and shape.
MAPPING
The bas ic  "sho r tes t  d iagona l "  a lgo r i thm  f a i l s  f o r  m i ld ly  




F a i1ure Example
Here, the shortes t  diagonal search resu l ts  in a cone. 
Rather than abandoning the a lgo r i thm ,  l e t ' s  cons ider modify ing 
the contour loops to make them more acceptable .  As mentioned, 
the a lgor i thm  prefers contour pa irs  to be mutua l ly  cen tered ,  o f 
s im i l a r  s i z e ,  and o f  s im i l a r  shape. The f i r s t  two requirements 
can be met by mapping the loops onto a u n i t  square p r i o r  to  
t r i a n g u l a t i o n .  (Mapping a lso  t^nds to  make the shapes more u n i ­
form, though not always enough. This problem is addressed in 
the next sect i o n . )
Mapping Is e a s i l y  done using t r a n s l a t io n  and s c a l i n g  fu nc ­
t i o n s .  Each contour is mapped consecut ive ly  in the fo l low ing  
manner:
1, Define the rec tangu lar  window which encloses the contour .
Figure 5 
Window Parameters
2. Ca1cu la te  A X ,A Y ,  X, and Y.
3. Map onto a u n i t  square centered a t  (0 ,0)  by t r a n s l a t i n g  
and s ca l ing  the contour such th a t  i t s  window matches the u n i t  squa re ’ s 
window. The equations for  t h i s  are:
x ' = ( x -x )/a x
y ' = ( y-y ) /a y
The mapped contour pa i r  looks l i k e  t h i s :
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Figure 6 
Mapped Contour Pa ir
With both contours thus mapped, they are e a s i l y  handled by 
the o r i g i n a l  a lgo r i thm .
A f r i n g e  bene f i t  of mapping is tha t  the re s u l t i n g  t r i a ng le s  
tend to a l i g n  themselves w ith  d iagona ls  th a t  are b iased in the 
d i r e c t i o n  o f  the o f f s e t .  This creates  a d e s i r a b le  lo n g i t u d in a l  
texture .
ULTIMATE AMBIGUITY
A set o f  contour l in es  conta ins  the fo l low ing  mathematical
i nformat i on:
1. Exact coordinates  of some po ints  on the sur face .
2. Approximate grad ients  in the X-Y contour p lane .
3. A general idea of the range o f  poss ib le  Z-grad ien ts ,
A panel d e f i n i t i o n  conta ins items 1 and 2 and improves on
item 3 by p inn ing down approximate Z components o f  sur face g rad ien ts  
Consequently, there is a degree of ambigui ty inherent in the t r i ­
angu la t ion  problem,
When two loops are s im i l a r l y  shaped, the amb igu i ty  is 
n e g l i g i b l e .  To i l l u s t r a t e ,  consider these two s o lu t i o n s  o f  the 
same t r i a n g u l a t i o n  problem;
Figure 7
Synonimous T r iangu la t ion  In te rp re ta t io n s
Since these two so lu t io n s  are d i f f e r e n t ,  one o f  them is 
probably a more exact approximation o f  the ac tua l  sur face .  But, 
since the true surface grad ien ts  are not a v a i l a b l e  fo r  compar ison , 
and s ince the two so lu t io n s  are so s im i l a r ,  e i t h e r  s o l u t i o n  is 
probably adequate. A f te r  a l l ,  contour l i n e s  form a s ke le ta l  
framework tha t  cast  ra ther  r i g i d l y  the shape o f  the su r face .
However, as the respect ive  shapes of a contour p a i r  become 
increas ing ly  d ivergen t ,  the ambigui ty becomes inc reas ing ly  pro­
nounced, The fo l lowing  convo lu t ion  provides a good examples
Figure 9 .
Non-Synonimous T r iangu la t ion  I n te rp re ta t io n s
Here, the v a r i a t i o n  in i n t e r p re ta t i o n  is not as t o l e r a b l e .  
Both so lu t ions  are reasonable , yet one is  wrong. C l e a r l y ,  more 
information is requ ired to resolye t h i s  problem.
There are two ways to proyide the needed in fo rm a t io n .  F i r s t ,  
one could requ ire  the contour planes to be c lose enough together  
th a t  there is minimal v a r i a t i o n  between adjacent  contour  l i n e s .
This approach has the advantage o f  tending towards an exact  d e s c r ip ­
t i o n ,  ar.d the disadvantage of being uneconomical.
The second approach (adopted in t h i s  thes is  by d e f a u l t )  is  
to  request user in t e r a c t i o n  to guide the t r i a n g u l a t i o n  over cases
of excessive ambigui ty . This is a more general s o lu t i o n  to the 
problem. Here, the user is c a l led  upon to resolve the ambigui ty  w i th  
his  knowledge of the true shape o f  the sur face .  For the mechanics 
o f  how th i s  is implemented in the computer program, re fe r  to the 
user documentation and the example problem.
BRANCHING
An important fea ture  o f  t h i s  a lgor i thm  is  the c a p a b i l i t y  to 
handle branching. Consider t h i s  simple case where one contour loop 
branches in to  two:
Figure 9 
Simple Case o f  Branching
One way to handle t h i s  is to re spec t ive ly  t r ea t  each contour 
as i f  i t  were a lone ,  neg lec t ing  the o ther  branch. The re s u l t i n g  
t r i a n g u l a t i o n  would appear l i k e  t h i s :
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Figure 10 
Uneconomical Handling o f  Branching
Garbled as i t  looks, hidden surface e l im in a t i o n  c leans i t  
up, and provides a smooth t r a n s i t i o n  between branches.
F igure 11
Preceding View With Hidden Surface E l im ina t io n
Drawbacks are tha t  i t  is uneconomical, and i t  i s  unaccept­
ab le  in even m i ld ly  complex branching s i t u a t i o n s ,
A more economical,  and more general ,  approach to branching 
is o u t l i n e d  in th is  t he s is .  The idea is to t r e a t  a l l  branches as 
one cont inuous closed loop by in troduc ing a new node midway between 
the c loses t  nodes on the branches and renumbering the nodes o f  the 
branches and the new node(s) such tha t  they can be considered as 
being one loop. The Z coord inate  o f  the new node i s  the average o f  








Preferred Handling o f  Branching
As seen from f i g u re  12, the new node and i t s  immediate 
neighbors are numbered twice to g ive the e f fe c t  of one cont inuous 
loop. T r iangu la t ion  can now proceed as normal. The scheme is 
e a s i l y  expanded to handle more than one branch.
Often, there are several contour loops on ad jacen t  p lanes ,  
posing the problem o f  loop connec t iv i ty .  Which loops should  be 
t r i a n g u la te d  one-on-one, and which are cases o f  branching?




Typical Problem in Connect iv i ty
Here, T^  and c le a r l y  go together ,  and c l e a r l y  branches 
in to  T^ and T . Window over lap  is best found by d e f a u l t :  IF they
don ' t  not over lap ,  they over lap .
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Figure 1 ;l 
Overlap Test




















On the other hand, i f  a l l  four i n e q u a l i t i e s  are f a l s e ,  the 
windows necessar i ly  over lap .
The a lgor i thm  works well  for  m i ld ly  complex cases , w i th  
op t iona l  user in te rac t ion  c a p a b i l i t i e s  to handle complex branch­
ings.
Chapter A
• ' • _ •
, BRAIN CONTOUR DATA
ORIGIN AND DESCRIPTION
The bra in  data to be used fo r  example purposes in t h i s  
thes is  has an in te res t ing  h is to ry .  In 19&7 , the f i r s t  o f  several 
movies was made o f  a human bra in  a t  the Un ive rs i ty  o f  C a l i f o r n i a  
at San Diego, Using the process o f  cinemorphology, an e n t i r e  human 
bra in  was placed in a microtome capable o f  shaving o f f  a s l i c e  25 
microns t h ic k .  A f te r  each s l i c e ,  a frame o f  movie f i lm  was sho t .  
The e n t i r e  bra in  was s l i ced  through, w ith  each successive newly 
exposed surface recorded on f i lm .  Every nth frame o f  the movie 
was exploded pho tog raph ica l ly  and o u t l i n e s  traced o f  each d i s t i n c t  
bra in s t r u c tu re .  Figure 15 shows a cortex contour .  In a l l ,  22 
separate s t ruc tu res  were recorded. The contour o u t l i n e s  were l a i d  
on an acous t ic  t a b le t  and a graduate student  (o f  course ! )  selected 
appropr ia te  nodes with  the acous t ic  pen. The nodes were then 
d i g i t i z e d  and recorded.
This d i g i t i z e d  data base was accessed by a l i n e  drawing 
graphics package which can produce real t ime l i n e  drawing movies 
( in  c o lo r j )  on an Evans and Suther land P ic tu re  System,
Each contour plane is re ferred to as a "page" ,  and there 
are  9 $ pages t o t a l ,  ranging from page 3 a t  the top o f  the cortex 




Contour Line o f  Brain Cortex
massive - t o t a l i n g  78,651 nodes. Table 1 shows the number o f  nodes
per s t ru c tu re ,  as v/ell as t h e i r  page l im i t s .  Pages are spaced
approximately 1/ 25 "  a p a r t ,  corresponding to  a bra in  th a t  is  roughly  
V  tal 1 .
2 2
Table 1 
INDEX TO BRAIN DATA
STRUCTURE PAGES MODES
] Cortex 3-78 52,870
2 Cauda te 30-61. 1 , 9 2 2
3 Ven t r ic le s 30-84 4,707
4 Forn ix 35-57 1 , 0 8 1
5 Putamen 37-54 1,075
6 Thaiamus 38-58 1,248
7 Corpus Callosum 41-46 35
8 G1obus Pa 11idus 43-52 725
9 Hippocampus 47-66 1,576
JO Hypothalamus 50-61 400
31 Pineal Body 51-55 92
32 Subthalamic Nucleus 50-56 1^2
13 Red Nucleus 52-60 238
14 Brain Stem 54-100 1 , 9 6 0
15 Araygda1 a 55-63 395
16 Subs tan t ia  Nigra 56-62 243
17 Cerebellum 59-99 6 , 8 0 0
1 8 Opt ic  Chiasm 60-62 78
19 Mammillary Bodies 57-59 87
20 Mesopal1 i um 19-69 2 , 3 8 5
21 Mamrai1lo tha lam ic  Tract 43-56 303
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BRAIN DATA FORMAT TRANSMUTATION
The bra in contour data arr ived at BYU on magnetic tape as 
l 6b i t  integers in b inary format. The data are grouped in to  22 
structures, which in turn  are div ided in to  segments, A segment 
is a s t r ing  o f  contour po in ts  and a contour l i n e  is formed from 
one or several segments, Segments represent por t ions  o f  surfaces 
which are shared by two s truc tures .  Hence, a contour l i n e  tha t  
is composed o f  say 5 segments is bordered by 5 ne ighbors .
Segment d e f i n i t i o n ,  which was i n i t i a l l y  imposed on the data 
to f a c i l i t a t e  l i n e  drawing d is p lay ,  somewhat hampers t r i a n g u l a t i o n  
because a l l  contours must be reconstructed from th e i r  c o n s t i t u e n t  
segments before t r i a n g u 1 at ion can commence. The problem is aggra­
vated because the segments are randomly sequenced and, fur thermore, 
no convention is  obseryed in clockwise and counterc lockwise order ing  
o f  nodes.
Segment d e f i n i t i o n  is i l l u s t r a t e d  by t h i s  typ ica l  c o n f ig u r a ­
t ion  where 3 closed contour loops are def ined by 6 segments:
Notation wise, Pn] is the f i r s t  node of segment n and Pn£ the l a s t  
node o f  segment n, The transmutat ion a lgor i thm begins by a ss ign in g  
segment 1 to loop 1. A search is made for the nearest ne ighbor o f  
P j2 which is P^]> and segment 5 is appended to segment 1. Next, 
the nearest neighbor o f  P ^  is sought. I ts  nearest neighbor 
is P3 2 . This ind ica tes  tha t  segment 3 is sequenced in an order 
contrary  to tha t  of segments 1 and 5. Consequently, segment 3 is  
jo ined  to loop 1 in reverse order. Since P ^  neighbors P ^ j , the 
loop is complete. A f l a g  is set for  loops 1, 3 and 5 prevent ing  
fu tu re  assignment. This log ic  repeats u n t i l  a l l  segments are jo in e d  
to a loop.
I t  is important to impose the convention th a t  loops run 
un iformly in a c lockwise Cor counter-clockwise) d i r e c t i o n .  To 
enforce th.?s convention , a l l  nodal angles o f  a contour l i n e  are 
summed for  mon i tor ing  in the fo l low ing  manner:
F igure  17
Determining D irec t ion  o f  Rotation
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Theta is the angle by which each succedent vector dev ia tes  from a 
s t r a ig h t  l i n e .  The sum of a l l  such angles w i l l  be 360 degrees for 
counterclockwise sequencing and -360 degrees for  c lockwise. Theta 







sin  ^ (s in0 ) 
. -J
cos8>0.
0= s in  (sin0)+9O , cos0<O and sin0>O. 
s in  ^(sin0)~9O , cos0<O and sin0<O.
In a few ins tances ,  the brain data i n v a l id a te s  t h i s  approach by having 
a contour l i n e  cross i t s e l f  l i k e  t h i s :
Figure 18 
Brain Contour Error
This error causes a f igu re  8 which re s u l t s  in E0 approaching 0. Often, 




If  a data  base is too refined ( i . e .  conta ins  nodes you could 
do without)  i t  is d e s i r ab le  for  reasons of economy to e l im in a te  the 
less essent ia l  nodes. Consider t h i s  node:
Node E l im ina t ion  Parameters 
The node is accepted (or re jected) upon the fo l low ing  
cr i ter i a :
re jec t  accept r e je c t
node node node
Figure 20
Node Reduction Flow Chart
S . , S and 0 . are user de f inab le  parameters. Every node is 
min max min
screened using t h i s  lo g i c .  To assure acceptance o f  every node, a l l  
three parameters may be set to zero. ■
This i s , a  log ica l  place to in t e r je c t  a few thoughts  on 
i n t e rp o l a t i o n  o f  new nodes. Since a d i g i t i z e d  contour l i n e  is an 
approximation comprised o f  a ser ies  o f  s t r a i g h t  l i n e  segments, i t  is 
reasonable to assume, and important to prescr ibe ,  t h a t  nodes are 
se lected such tha t  the d i g i t i z e d  approximation does not dev ia te  
in to le r ab ly  from the ac tua l  contour l i n e .  This would imply a 
co r r e l a t io n  between nodal dens i ty  and contour l i n e  cu rva tu re .  That 
c o r re la t io n  suggests tha t  i t  is des i rab le  to  r e - d i s t r i b u t e  nodes 
around the contour loop according to a curvature vs .  node dens i ty  
func t ion  using curve f i t t i n g  procedures. This is an appea l ing  thought ,  
s ince i t  would reduce a n g u la r i t y  in the cont inuous tone d i s p l a y .
This would be g re a t ,  provided the actua l surface i s n ' t  a ng u la r .  Of 
course, however, tha t  assumption is not always v a l i d .  Take, for 
example, a simple four node contour d e f i n i t i o n  o f  a square .  I f  
curve f i t t i n g  were imposed in an attempt to ex t rapo la te  ex tra  nodes, 
the re su l t  would tend towards a c i r c l e .  A ngu la r i ty  is  reduced at the 
expense of accuracy. In conc lus ion ,  the burden o f  p rov id ing  acceptab le  
data  rests  with the person who a c t u a l l y  does the d i g i t i z i n g .
' QUADRILATERAL FORMATION ■
Tor economy o f  s torage, i t  is d e s i r ab le  to j o i n  p a i r s  o f  
ad jacen t  t r i a n g le s  together in to  q u a d r i l a t e r a l s .  Not a l l  a j o i n in g  
t r i a n g le s  are thus combined. The dec is ion  is  made on the bas is  o f  
how warped the r e s u l t i n g  q u ad r i l a te r a l  would be, t h a t  i s ,  the ang le
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by which the two t r i a n g le s  are out o f  p lane.  That angle is e a s i l y  
found using vector a lgebra .
I f  s in  
quadr i l a t e r a l ,
F igure 21
Warp Angle Determinat ion
a<s in  a , the two t r i a n g le s  are redefined as a 
max




A few explanatory remarks are o f fered  here to the reader who 
is bent on dec ipher ing the source code.
As mentioned, the bra in data ar r ived  at Brigham Young 
Un ivers i ty  in the form of 16 b i t  integers on tape in b inary  format.
To f a c i l i t a t e  use on the DEC-10 computer, these data  were re-formatted 
into 7 b i t  ASCII data f i l e s ,  one f i l e  for  each o f  the 22 s t ru c tu re s ,  
with 8 integers per l i n e .  The f i r s t  two integers o f  a f i l e  comprise 
the " s t r u c t u re  heading" , the f i r s t  in teger being the s t ru c tu re  number, 
and the second being the number o f  segments in the s t r u c tu re .  These 
two Integers are ignored by the t r i a n g u l a t i o n  program.
The next four integers form the segment header o f  the f i r s t  
segment. The f i r s t  integer o f  the segment header is  the page number 
or hor izon ta l  level o f the segment. The page numbers range from 
-3 to -99. The Z coord inate  of the segment is computed from the 
formula RZ=-(Z+5J)*450*SCALE where RZ is the Z coord ina te ,  Z is the 
page number, and SCALE is the scale f a c to r .  The second and th i r d  
in tegers in the segment header are ignored. The fou r th  in teger ,  NPL, 
is the number o f  nodes in the segment.
Immediately fo l low ing  the segment header are the X-Y 
coord inates  o f  the segment nodes, t o t a l l i n g  NPL p a i r s .  The next 
segment header immediately fo l lows the la s t  node o f  the preceding 
segment, so there is an un in terrupted s t r i n g  o f  in tegers  from s t a r t  to
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f i n i s h  in the data f i l e .  Nodes of a l l  segments o f  the same page are 
stored in array P2. The segments are jo ined  together to create 
closed loops (as described in chapter k) and stored in array P3 - 
Node e l im in a t i o n  is imposed, and the nodes are f i n a l l y  stored fo r  
t r i a n g u l a t  ion in array P.
Two po inters  are used in accessing the nodes in array P.
The Loop Po in ter  - LPP - indexes the global loop numbers o f  the 
f i r s t  loop on any contour le ve l .  Po inter PI addresses the g loba l 
node number o f  the f i r s t  node on a loop. For example, the X 
coord ina te  of the n ^  node of the j ^  loop on the k ^  contour 
level would be:
P((P1(LPP(k) + ( j - 0 ) + n - l ) ) , l )
Knowing these conventions , the fo r t ran  coding should 
be r e l a t i v e l y  lu c id .  The coding, w r i t t en  for  use on a DEC-10 
system, is given in the appendix. An add i t io na l  assembly language 
Tektronix in te r face ,  GRTEK.REL, must a lso  be loaded.
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
A simple yet dramatic example of branching is provided by 




T r iangu la t ion  o f  the caudates occurred as fo l lows .  User 
statements in the computer d ia logue have been under l ined to d i s t i n ­
guish them from computer generated prompts. Refering to f ig u re  23 
the computer begins by asking i f  the data i t  is about to read is 
bra in  data . I t  i s ,  and the caudate data f i l e  name, B2, is g iven.  
Next, the menu o f  commands is p r in te d ,  o f  which PARAMENTERS is
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FILENAME OF INPUT BATA? _ ! £ _  '
RERH> HELP ‘ '
PARAMETERS? TOTALS? LEUEL? SCALE? E X IT  
BRANCH? MANUAL? CLOSE? DEUICE? KLOCKHISE
READ >_El '
MINIMUM SEGMENT RNGLE= 15
M IN .  & MAX. SEGMENT LENGTHS: . 3 ? g
READ L. .
Z—SP A C IN G =  1 . ■
LEUEL RANGE= 1 ?6 0
DATA ENDED AFTER LEUEL 3 2  ‘ '
BRANCH > HEILP - ' .
AUTOMATIC? HARP? MANUAL? INSPECT? SINGLE?.CAP5 E X I T ?TQTRL-: 
BRANCH> T _ . . _
9 5 5  NODES. 1 ELEMENTS 
BRANuH> A '
START WITH WHICH LEUEL? 1 ' " * - *
P O S T - E D IT ?  Y .
. Figure 23
Computer Dialogue .­
se lec ted .  We opt to set the minimum segment angle to  15 degrees, S .
m i n
to .3 and to  2, (These parameters are expla ined on page 26) . -
Having returned to the READ> prompt, we now choose to  read in the . 
d a ta ,  being s a t i s f i e d  with  the de fau l t  values for  SCALE, CLOSE, and 
KLOCKWISE. Af ter  s e t t i n g  the LEVEL parameters, the computer goes to  
work reading in contour segments, recons truc t ing  them in to  loops, 
th inn ing  them ou t ,  and assur ing that  a l l  loops run in a clockwise
d i r e c t i o n .  The a lgo r i thm  encounters end o f  f i l e  before 60 leve ls  are 
read in ,  and Informs us that  a l l  32 a v a i l a b le  le ve ls  have been read In 
and processed. The TOTALS command receives the response tha t  there 
are 955 nodes In array P, which means tha t  over h a l f  o f  the a v a i l a b l e  
1922  nodes have been thinned out by the node e l im in a t i o n  a lgo r i t hm .
The Caudates are q u i te  regu la r ,  r equ i r ing  l i t t l e  or no 
in te rac t ion  to t r i a n g u l a t e  proper ly ,  so the AUTOMATIC op t io n  is 
invoked beginn ing, as u sua l ,  w ith  level 1. As a sa feguard ,  pos t ­
e d i t i n g  Is requested. I f  the data were unquest ionab ly  obed ien t ,  the 
post-ed it ing  could j u s t i f i a b l y  be circumvented, but t h i s  way good 
resu l t s  are guaranteed.
The a lgor i thm  now proceeds to f i r s t  determine c o n n e c t i v i t y ,  
then to t r i a n g u l a t e  a l l  loops impl icated in the the window over lap  
connec t iv i ty  check, and f i n a l l y  to d isp lay  the r e s u l t i n g  panel 
d e f i n i t i o n .  The user glances a t  each successive d i s p l a y  and grants  
acceptance with  a ca rr iage  re tu rn ,  or o c c ass lon a l1y r e je c t s  the 
t r i a n g u l a t i o n ,  as the case may be. (Usual ly i t  is  immediate ly c le a r  
when t r i a n g u l a t i o n  is unacceptable . Normally, f a i l u r e  occurs in 
areas where the two loops are excessive ly  d i s s im i l a r ,  and the re s u l t i n g  
panels are o f ten  b l z z a re ) .
Two of several simple one-on-one t r i a n g u l a t i o n s  are shown 
In f igu res  25 and 26 , each o f  which is accepted. However, the 
branching loops in f ig u re  27 are t r i a ngu la te d  i n c o r r e c t l y ,  and a 
change is requested. This change is granted through erasure o f  the 
screen, re-drawing o f  the un t r iangu la ted  loops , and is su ing  o f  the 
TRIANGULATE> prompt. The INTERACTIVE command is  g iven .  As always,
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only the f i r s t  le t te r  of the command is required. Referring to 
f igure  28 the nodes are numbered for i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  - even for the 
top loop and odd for the bottom.
The INTERACTIVE command al lows the t r i a ngu1 at ion to be 
contro l led  by al lowing spec i f i ca t ion  of nodal de l im i te rs  between 
which t r i a ngu la t io n  w i l l  occur. For example, i f  the delimiteres 1,1 
for the top and 1,2  for the bottom were chosen, only one t r iang le  
would be formed. Bas ica l ly  the se lect ion  of de l im i te rs  is a t r i a l  
and error process. The user de l im i ts  as large a span as reasonable.
I f  the resu l t ing  t r i a n g u 1 a t ion  is adequate, great! If not, try again 
with a smaller span. A general ru le might be to procede quickly over 
sections where the two contours are s im i l a r ,  and caut ious ly  over 
sections where they are d i s s im i l a r .
'3*
Figure 2b
Continuous Tone Rendering 
of Caudates
Referr ing to f igu re  26, the t r i a n g u l a t i o n  was successful 
through node 17 of the bottom loop, but then f a i l e d  to traverse  the 
branch proper ly .  This suggests the se lec t ion  o f  d e l im i te r s  1,28 
for the top and 1,17 for the bottom. The re s u l t i n g  t r i a n g u l a t  ion 
shown in f ig u re  28 looks good. Now, one more span ( top :28 ,33 ; and 
bot tom:17,20) should s u f f i c e ,  and f igu re  29 conf irms the hope. Now 
that  the en t i r e  c i r c u i t  is complete, AUTOMATIC mode is re-entered and 
t r i a n g u l a t i o n  proceeds smoothly to the conc lus ion .  Upon ex i t i n g  from 
the program, the panel d e f i n i t i o n  is w r i t t e n  in to  a d isk  f i l e ,  
a v a i l a b le  for d isp lay  using MOVIE.BYU. A continuous tone image 


































This chapter presents examples o f  the f i n i s h ed  product .  I t  
is d i f f i c u l t  to judge how true to l i f e  the images a re ,  due to the 
h igh ly  eso te r ic  nature o f  the sub jec t  mat ter .  Nonetheless, i t  is 
genera l ly  ev ident  tha t  the t r i a n g u l a t i o n  a lgor i thm  has performed 
reasonably.
The f i r s t  s t ruc tu re  presented is  the Brain Stem. The Brain
Stem was a s tra ighforward t r i a n g u l a t i o n  problem. There are no
branches, and there is no sre ious v a r i a t i o n  in the shape o f  i t s
respect ive  contours . The only d i f f i c u l t y  was a case o f  i l l e a g l e
r o t a t i o n a l  d i r e c t i o n ,  as described on page 25. Other than t h a t ,
the e n t i r e  t r i a n g u l a t i o n  was handled a u tom a t ic a l ly .  Two panel
d e f i n i t i o n s  were generated fo r  the bra in  stem. The f i r s t  f i l e
was made with  S . =S =0 . =0, Z-SPACING=1, and LEVEL RANGE =5,36. 
mm max min
The re su l t i n g  panel d e f i n i t i o n  had 1609 nodes and 1991 pane ls .
The second bra in  stem panel d e f i n i t i o n  has 378 nodes and 492 panels .
I t  was generated w ith  S . = .2 ,  S = 1 , 0 .  =15, Z-SPACING =4, and
min max min
LEVEL RANGE =5,40. Line drawings are shown in f igu res  30 and 31, 
and continuous tone images in f igu res  34 and 35>
The next p a i r  of images, f igu res  36  and 37 are d e ta i l e d  
s tud ies  o f  the thalamus. Here, 4 loops branch in to  2, then 2 in to  1. 
Figure 37 has a more b io log ic a l  look due to Gouraud smooth surface 
s im u la t ion .
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Figure 38 is a s t r i k i n g  composit ion o f  6 d i f f e r e n t  s t r u c ­
tures , each in proper re la t i v e  o r i e n t a t i o n .  The sructures are i d e n t i ­
f ied  in f i g u re  32 and f igu re  33 shows a l i n e  drawing. To enable 
so many par ts ,  the larger  s t ruc tures  have coarser panel d e f i n i t i o n s .
A l l  o f  the preceding examples were t r i a n g u la t e d  w ith  v i r t u a l l y  
no user in t e r a c t i o n .  The cortex s l i c e ,  in f ig u re  39 was not so 
o b l idg ing .  This image is presented to demonstrate the degree o f  
complexity the a lgo r i thm  can accomodate. To help  o r i e n t  the reader, 
t h is  image represents about a i "  th ick  s l i c e  o f  the  cor tex ,  centered 
about from the top o f  the bra in .  The many odd ly  shaped holes are 
due to the fa c t  th a t  the top most convo lu t ions are decap i ta ted  in 
t h i s  view. This panel d e f i n i t i o n  - shown here w i th  smooth shading - 
cons ists  o f  1752 nodes w i th  1778 panels. This p a r t i c u l a r  data d id 
not cooperate w ith  the automatic a lgor i thm ,  and requ ired near ly  2 
hours time to i n t e r a c t i v e ly  t r i a n g u l a t e .  The d i f f i c u l t y  was not 
so much the complexity o f  the shapes, but the d i s s i m i l a r i t y  between 
adjacent  contours . Also, the data had a d i sp ropo r t io na te  number o f  
g l i t c h e s .  Nonetheless, the cont inuous tone image is  q u i te  conv inc ing .
One f i n a l  image is  the panoramic shot o f  Mt. Timpanogos as 
i t  might be seen from an a i r p l a ne  f l y i n g  to the west o f  Timp.
This is submitted to i l l u s t r a te  a poss ib le  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  t r i a n g u l a t  ion 
to d isp lay  o f  topographic surfaces.
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Figure 30 
Brain Stem - 1991 Panels
F i g u re 31 









Brain Stem with Brain Stem with
1991 Panels *+92 Panels
Figure 3b Figure 35
Figure 36
Tha1amus with 




Composite View Cortex S l ice
Figure 38 Figure 39
Figure 40 
Mount Timpanogos - Flat Shading
Figure 41 
Mount Timpanogos - Smooth Shading
Chapter 9 
CONCLUSIONS
This thes is  purports to present a general so lu t io n  to the
problem o f  convert ing a contour d e f i n i t i o n  o f  an a r b i t r a ry  sur face
in to  a panel d e f i n i t i o n .  That asser t ion  is r igorous ly  tested by
the bra in  da ta ,  and experience with  tha t  h igh ly  complex data  base
lends credence to the c la im of a general s o lu t i o n ,  Total user
in te r a c t io n  c a p a b i l i t i e s  v i r t u a l l y  gaurantee a general a lgor i thm .
Work might be done on reducing the amount of user dependence
in the a lgo r i thm ,  though most reasonable cases requ ire no i n t e r a c t i o n
at a l l .  Also, i t  would be he lp fu l  to improve graphica l i n te r a c t io n
by us ing ,  fo r  example, a t a b le t  to input i n te r a c t io n  parameters.
Study might a lso  be made on how the economy parameters (S . , S ,
min max
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COMMGN/O/NI. ( 2 )  , LPSTK ( 2 , 5  3 , NPTf NJ,  DZ. BD, TEKT, PE,
1 EX ( 1 0 0 , a ) ,Pt ( t 00 ) ,TRK , I PL (2.5, 10) ,NIPL(S), I PL I , NP*A X , IP Ca ;2000 )' 
COM«CN-'/N OOF/p? (1 100,3),P3(1100,3) '
. CO^CN/TEK/x'JAB, YBAR,SF,P(2000r 3) , IYD2 .
INTEGER LPP(U0),Pl,': IRST,NPI(5),NPIC(5)»NPLAr2,5)
INTEGER L T ( U O ) , C ( 6 , « ) , N P L ( a 0 ) , N P L t; ( UO) , NCCMC( u0) , SURR( f l , «0 )
REAL E ( U) , I D ( 8 )
LOGICAL FLAG(UO) ,CLOSE,DATAF,7£KT,BD,CW,PE
I * TFGE» ZS,RP,  SP, £P, DP, Cf-, f iC,  TO, 0 0 ,  BRANCH ( 1 0 ) ,  STACK ( 1 0 )
DATA SAS, SUNT, SMAXT, WA* G, DZ , SCALE/ . 3 , . 0 1 , 1 . , . 7 , , « 5 , . 0 0 0 1 /  .
DATA Z S , K P , l , D P , L I C , P M , I mP 1 , I Z P / 1 , 0 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 /
DATA NLA,NLP,  K - L V , W H , L T ( 1 ) , P 1 ( 1 ) , I V  0 2 / 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 /
DATA L P P ( 1 ) , I P L I , N P ^ A X / 1 , 1 , 2 /
DATA T E « T , CL OSE, CATAF, ED, CW/ . TRUE. , . T MUE. , . TRUE. . . T RUE. , . TRUE. ’ /  ' 
DATA M I P L / 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 /
I P L ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) = 1
■ S ^ I N : ( 0 Z * S H I N T ) * * 2 .  .
S * a x = ( D Z * S m a x t ) * * 2 .  -
c IMPUT SPECS
TVPE 1 .
1 F OR* A T ( • BRAIN DATA? » , $ )
ACCEPT 1 0 , ANS
I F ( A N S . E O , ’ V ' )G0 TO 2 




SCALEsl .  .
2 t y p e  3
3 FORHAT( ’ FILENAME OF INPUT DATA? ' , $ )
ACCEPT 4 , I  NAME
a F 0 0 u A T(A 5)  .
0PEN( UNI T=21 , F I LE=I NAME)  . , .
C . I N I T I A L I Z E  DISK '
« E A 0 ( 2 1 , 5 ) A , R , T Z 1  • •
BACKSPACE 21 '
FORy AT(8G)
ACCEPT HEAD COMMANDS 
GO TO 8
TYPF 7 , NLA • '
FORHATf  LAST LEVEL MAS ' , 1 2 )
TYPE
FORMAT( •  READ> » , S)
ACCEPT 1 0 , RC "
10 FORMAT(Al )  .
I F ( BC. EG. 1B' ) GO TO 76 •
I F ( R C . E G .  ' P • )GC TO 20 .
I F ( RC, EC.  ' L ' .  0 R. R C . E O . ' H ' )G0 TO 25
I F ( R C . F G . ' S ' ) G C  TO 1?
I F ( P C . E G .  ' T ' 3TYPE 2« , NJ, NPT  
I F ( RC .EC . 1E ' ) GO TO 139
I F ( P C . E C . ' K ' ) G C  TO 16 .
I F ( R C . E G . ' C ' ) G C  TO H  • '
IF (RC. EG.  ' D ' ) GC TO 12 ’
I F ( R C , E C . ' T ' ) G C  TO 8 
TYPE 11
11 FOPHAT r  PAPAMfTERS,TOTALS,LEVEL,SCALE,EXIT,BRANCH,
1 N ANtl AL, CLOSE, DEV I CE,K LOCK WISE ' )




1J FORMAT ( 1 TEKTRONIX SCOPE? S J )
ACCEPT 1 0 * A N S 
TEKTs.FALSE.
I F ( A N S . E Q . ' Y ' ) T E K T  = .TRI jE.  \
GO TO 6
C SET 'CLOSE'  FLAG -
1 a TYPE 15
15 FORm a t C  CLOSE ALL LOOPS? * , 5 )
" ACCEPT 10» ANS
CLOSE = .FALSE.
I F ( A N S. EO . ' Y ' ) C L CS E = . TR UE .
C SET CLOCKWISE FLAG (
GO TO 8
16 TYPE 17
17 FORMATC' CLOCKWISE ORDERING? ' » ! )
ACCEPT 1 0 > ANS
C^s. FALSE.
I F ( A N S . E O . ' Y ' ) C W= . T RU E .
GO TO 16 
C SET SCALE FACTOR 
16 TYPE 19
19 FOSHATC SCALE FACTOR= ’ , S )
ACCEPT * , SCALE
DZ=2S*u50. *SCALE
S MJ N=( PZ * SMI NT) * * 2 .
. SMAX=(DZ*SMAXT) * *2 .  . .
GO TO B 
C SET PARAMETERS •
20 TYPE 21
21 FORMAT ( 1 MINIMUM SEGMENT ANGLE: ’ #$) 
ACCEPT * » S ANG
SAS=SIND(SANG) '
TYPE 22
22 FORMATC min. S PAX. SEGMENT LENGTHS s »,$) 
ACCEPT * ,SMINT,SMAXT  
SM7,M=^DZ*SMINT)**2.
SMAX=CDZ*SMAXT)**2.  •
GO TO 6 •
C TOTALS .
20 FORMAT( 1 H , i a , »  NODES ELEMENTS' )
C SET SPACING AND RANGE
25 TYPE 26
26 FORMAT f ' Z-SPACING= ' ,$ )  
READ( 5* * *END=a, ERR=8) ZS  
0 Z = . « 5 * Z S
I ZP=ZS- 1  
TYPE 27
27 FORMATS'  LEVEL RANGFs ' , $ )
READ( 5 , * ,END=6*ERR=B)NLS#NLF
■ LIND=NLV+1
C I N I T I A L I Z E
20 READ( 21 , 5 , END=69)  ( I 0 ( J ) » J = 1 » D P ) , T Z
BACKSPACE 21 
TF(DP.EC.8)?ACKSPACE 21 




I ZP= I ZP+ 1
52
I F ( C I 7 P . G E - . Z S ) . A K 0 . ( N L 4 . G E . N L S ) ) C 0  TO 31 
NP = 0
KP = 0 ■
29 KP=KP+1
c READ FROM DISK
REAO(21,5,END = 6 9 H I D ( J ) ,  J=1 , O P ) , Z ,  A,DUM,NPL(KP)




C SET DATA FILE POINTER
t>P = 2*NPL (KP) *DP + 12 ’
30 DP=DP-8
IF (DP.GT. B)GO TO 30 
GO TO 28
C CHECK SEGMENT INTEHCONNECTIVITY
31 LC=1 
NP3 = 0
I FCRC. NE. ' M* ) G0  TO 37 
C GRAPHICS FOR MANUAL RE-CONSTPUCTION OF LOOPS 
C FIND WINDOW
E (1 ) = P2 ( 1 , 1 )
E(2)=EC1>
E ( 3 ) =P2 C1 , 2 )
E(U)=EC3)
DO 32 1 = 2 . NP
i F ( P 2 ( i r n . L T . E ( n ) E c n = P 2 ( i * i )
I F { P 2 ( I , n . G T . E ( 2 ) ) E ( 2 ) s P 2 ( I , l )
I F { D 2 ( i , 2 ) . l t . E ( 3 ) ) E C 3 ) = P 2 C I , 2 )
32 I F ( P 2 ( I , 2 ) . G T . F t « ) ) E ( « ) = P 2 C I , 2 )
DX= E( 2 ) - E ( 1 J
D Y = E m - E C 3 )
X B A R = ( E ( 2 ) + E ( m / 2 .  .
Y R A R = ( E C a ) + E { 3 ) ) / 2 .  . '
SF = DX
I Ff DY. GT. SF) SF=OY  
S F = 7 0 0 . / SF  
C PAINT & L 4REL SEGMENTS
I F( . NOT. TEKT) GO TO 37
CALL 80X .
DO 36 1 = 1 , KP 
I ND1=LTCI ) +1
I N 0 2 = L T ( I + 1 )  .
I X 1 = S F * ( P 2 C I N D l , l ) - X B A R ) + 6 3 «  
I Y t = S F * ( P 2 f I N 0 1 , 2 ) - Y B A R ) + 3 9 0  
CALL M V T O f l X l . I Y l )
DO 33 J = I N D 1 , I N 02 
I X = S F * ( P 2 ( J , l ) - X R A R ) + 6 3 «
lY = S F * ( P 2 ( J , 2 ) - Y 0 A R ) - f 3 9 O  •
33 CALL V C T C ( I X , I Y )
l x  = SP* CP2( I NDi  + l ,  1 ) - X9AR) +620
I Y = S P * ( P 2 C I N 0 1 + 1 , 2 ) - Y P A R ) +380 '
CALL M V T G ( I X , I Y )
CALL “ VTOCIXj I Y )
CALL ALM00E '
TYPE 30 , 1  '
34 FOR« AT( 1 H+ , S , 12 ,  ' 1 ' )
TX= SF* ( P?CI ND?- 1 , l ) - X B A R ) + * 2 «
I Y = S F * ( P 2 C I M 0 2 - 1 , 2 ) - Y B A R ) + 3 8 0  




35 Foa*-AT n * + ,  S, 12,  ' 2 * )
36 CONTINUE
CALL MVTO( 0 , 7 6 7 )
CALL AL*ODE
37 I F C K P . E C . l . A N D . R C . N E . ' P ' J G O  TO 51 
IFC .NOT.BD)GO TO 51
DO 38 1 = 1 , KP
38 FLAGCI ) = . FALSE.
DO 50 I L=1 , KP
IPCFLAGCIL) )GO TO 50
JPC=1
JLC=I L
DO 39 I s 1 , NPL( T L )
NP3=NP3+l  
DO 39 J = l , 2
39 P3CNP3,J)=P2CLT C I L ) + I , J ) * S C A L E  
NPL (LC)  = N PL ( I L )
C FIND THE CLOSEST ENDPOINT 
00 I FCRC.NE.  'M* )GC TO 43
JP = 2
IF CJPC. E0. 2) JP=1  
TYPE 4 t , J L C , J P
41 FORMATC* JOIN ' , 2 1 1 , '  TO * , S )
ACCEPT «2 , JLC, JPC
42 FOPMATC2I1)
IFCJLC.KE.OJGO TC 45 
GO TO 50
03 DM= 1E + 35
X1=P3( NP3, 1 ) / SCALE  
Y1=P3C* P3, 2 ) / SCALE
DO uil JL=1 ,KP .
I F ( FLAGCJL) ) G0  TO 04 
DO 40 JP=1 , 2
I F (  f J L . E O . I L ) . A N D . C J P . E Q . 2 ) ) G 0  TO 44 
JPR=JP
I F ( J P . E C . ? ) J P R = N P L ( J L )  •
DIST=CX1-P2 CLT C JD+ JPR,  1 ) )  * *2 . ♦ (  Y1-P2 (LT C JL ) 4-JPR , 2 ) ) * * 2  .





45 FLAG( JLC)= . TRUE.
IF CJ LC . N E . I D GO TO 46
LC=LC+1
GO TO 50
46 I FCJPC. EQ. 2 ) G0  TC 48 
DO U7 1 = 1»NPL( JLC)
NP3=NP3+1
DO 4? J = l , 2  
4 7 .  P 3 C N P 3 , J ) = P? ( L T ( J L C) + I # J ) * S CA L E
NPL f LC)=NPL ( LC) ♦NPL( JLC)
GO TO 40
48 DO 49 1 = 1 , NPL C JLC)
11=fcPL( JLC) ♦ 1 “ I
DO 49 J = l , 2
49 P 3 C N P 3 + I I , J ) = P 2 C L T ( J L C ) t I , J ) * S C A L E  
NP3 = nP3 + KPL CJLC)
54
NPL( LC)=NPLCLC)+NPl (JLC)
GO TO ao 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 53 
DO 52 1 = 1 , N'P 
DO 52 J = 1, 2  .
P 3 f I , J ) = P 2 ( I , J l * S C * L E  
LC = K P M  
C RESET FLAGS
53 LC=LC-1  
NLV=NLV+1
LPPCNLV+1)=LC+LPP(NLV)  ' .
C THINNING OUT 
FI P S T =0
PZ=-CZ+51) *U50*SCALE  
I F ( . NOT. BO) RZ=Z*SCALE  
DO 67 H=1,LC 
RP=1
NLP = N‘LP+1
SP = 2 .
• EP=1 
0C = 0.
N = P 1 ( N L P ) - l
P ( N + 1 , 1 ) = P 3 ( F I R 3 T + 1 , 1 )  '
P C N + l , ? ) = P 3 C F I R S T + 1 , 2 )
P ( N + l , 3 ) a B Z  
C I N I T I A L I Z E  hi noow  MATRIX
E X ( N L P , 1 )=»3 CFIRST + 1 , 1 )
EX( ^L° , 2 ) =P3 ( F I «?ST + 1,  1) •
E X C * L ° , 3 ) = P 3 C F I 9 S T + 1 , 2 )
E X ( S L P , « ) = P 3 ( F I R S T + 1 , 2 )
I F ( k. P L ( m ) . G T . 2 ) G 0  TO 5«
P I ( \ L P + 1 ) = P 1 ( N L P ) + N P L ( M )
I F ( N P L ( M ) . E O , n G C  TO 67 
P ( N + 2 , 1 ) = P 3 ( F I f i S T + 2 , 1)
P ( N + 2 , 2 ) = P 3 C F I R S T + ? , 2 )
P ( * + 2 , 3 ) = R Z
54 XA = P3 ( F I R5T  + RP + E P , n - P 3 C F I R S T  + R P , l )  - 
YA=P3( PI PST+PP+EF, 2 ) - P3  (FIRST + RP, 2 )
A[. = XA*XA + YA*YA 
I F ( 4 L . L T . S M I N ) go TO 56
55 XB = °3 ( F I WST + PD + EF + 1, 1) - P3 ( FI RST+RP + EP,  1 )
VH = 03CPIWST + RP + E P + 1 , 2 ) - P 3 ( F I R S T +  RP + EP, 2 )  
BL=xe*XS+YB*YB
I F ( 6 L * A L . E 0 . 0 . ) G 0  TO 56 
S T = ( X A * yP- * S* YA) / SQRT ( AL* BL )
T F ( S T . L T . - 1 . ) S T = - 1 .  .
I F ( S T . G T . 1 . ) S T = 1 .
I F ( A R S ( S T ) .GT.SASJGO TO 57 
C ANGLE OP SEGMENT LENGTH IS TOO SMALL. ELIMINATE THE NODE,  
I F ( ( C X A + X B ) * * 2 . + C Y A + Y F ) * * 2 . ) . G T . S M A X ) G 0  TO 57
56 E P = E P +1
I F ( ( RP + E P ) . E O . N P L ( M) ) G C  TO 5B 
GO TO 5«
C ACCEPT THE NCOE.
57 P C N * S P , n = P 3 ( F I » S T  + RP + E P , n  
P(N+SP»2) =P3( FI RST+RP+EP»2)
P ( N * S P , 3 ) = R Z  .


























IFCCXA*XP+YA*YP) .GF.O, )G0 TO 571 
IF(ST.LT,0 . )DC=DC-1.5708 
IF CSI , G T, 0 . )DC = DC + 1 .5700 
DETERMINE LOCP EXTRF“ES.
IFCP(M + S‘, , n . L T . FX C N L P , n ) E XC N LP , l ) = PC N» S P , l )
I F (P ( ^+SP , l ) . GT .EXCMLP , ? ) ) t X (NLP , ? ) =PCN+SP , l )
IF(PCN+SP,?) .LT.FXCNLP,3) )EXCNLP,3)=PCN+SP,2)
IFCPC^ + SP,2 )  ,GT.EX(NLP,<4) )EX(NLP, f l )=P(NtSP,2)





IF(PP .EO.CNPL( t ' ) - l ) )GO TO 58 
EP = 1




I FCP3(F IRST+NPL(M) , I ) . SE . P (N+1 , I ) )G0  TO 60 
NSP=NSP-1 
GO TO 62 
00 61 1=1,2
PCN+SP. I )=P3CFIRST+NPLCK)*I )
PC^+SP,3)=RZ 
IFC.N0T.CL0SE)G0 TO 64 
KSPsNSP+1 
00 63 1=1,2 
p (K ' +NSP , n=pcN+ i , n  
PCN+NSP,3)=PZ 
PI C N L P + 1 )=P1 C NL P) ♦NSP 
INSURE CLOCx^ISE ORCER I MG
IFCOC.LT.O. .ANC.CW)GO TO 67
IF(COC . G T . O . ) .AND.C.NCT.Cw))G0 TO 67
DO 65 I = 1, N S P
DO 65 J = 1 ,2
P2CI# J ) =P (N+I * J )
00 66 1=1 ,NSP 
00 66 J = 1,2 
I I=MSP+1-I  
PC*+I I ,  J )  = P 2 f I , J )
FIWST=FIRST+NPL(M)
RESET POINTERS 
KP = 0 
IZP = 0 
NP = 0
IFCNLA.LT.NLF)GO TO 20 
GO TO 71 
TYPE 7 0 , NLA








00 75 I =L11 , L12 
00 75 J = L I t , L I 2  
I F ( I . E 0 . J ) G 0  TC 75
C CHFCK FOR T R IV IA L  R E J E C T IO N  '
DO 72  K s 1 ,3 , 2
I F C E X ( J , K M ) . L T . E X ( I , K ) ) G O  TO 75
72 I F ( E X ( J , K ) . G T . E X C I , K  + n ) G O  TO 75
11 =-1
73 I1 = I U 1
C SEE  I F  J S C R I B E S  A 360 DEGREE ARC AROUND I 
ANG=0.
X C = P C P 1 C I } + I 1 , 1 )  v
v c = * > f P i ( n  + n , 2 )  '
x p = p ( P i ( j ) , n - x c
Y B = P ( P 1 ( J J , 2 ) - Y C  '
BL = *e*XI?  + YR*YB 
I F ( P L . E C . O . ) G O  TC 73 
DO 74 J 1 = P 1 ( J ) , P 1 C J + 1 ) - 1  
XA = X0
. VA =YB '
AL = BL
XB=PC J+ 1 ,1 )-XC
Y B = P ( J+ 1 , 2 ) - Y C
BL=XB*XB+Y3*Y9 •
I F ( B L . E G . n . ) G O  TO 73 
S I \ E = C X A * Y B - X a * Y A J / S O R T ( A L * B L )
7a a mG=4n G + A 5 IN ( S IN E )  ’ ■
ANG=ABS(ANG)
I F ( A N B . L T . l ) G O  TO 75 
NCONCC*)=NCONC(M)+l




77 F 0 R h a t ( '  b r a n c h > ',$) ,
ACCEPT 1 0 , TR IC -
T P I C J= T R I C
I F ( T R I C . E O . ' A ' ) G C  TO 92 .
I F d S I C . F . O . ' W J G O  TO 7<3 '
I F ( T R I C . E 0 . ' m ' ) GC  TO 92
I F ( T 0 I C . E Q . ' T » ) T Y P E  2 U , N J , N P T  .
I F f T P I C . E Q . ' I * ) G C  TO 92 :
I F ( T R I C . E 0 .  ' O G O  TO 81
I F f T P I C . F Q . ' S ' J G O  TO 110
IFCTRIC-.F.G. * t ' ) G O  TO 139
I F C T P I C . E Q . ' T M G O  TO 76
TYPE 78
78 FORMAT( ' AUTOMAT IC ,WARP ,MANUAL# INSPECT ,S IN GLE ,CA P ,EX  IT#TOTALS  
GO TO 76 : .
C CHANGE WARP ANGLE
79 TYPE 80
80 F O R M A T C  m a x .WARP a n g l e s  ’#$)





02 F ORM A T ( ' GLOBAL LOOP N l K B E R l S S )  '
R E A 0 ( 5 , 11U,ENDs 76 ,ERR=76 )N  .
00 83 1=1,NLV
J = I
I F ( L P P ( I ) . G E . N ) G O  TO flit
03  CONTINUE :
57
80 I F ( J . l T . ? ) G 0  TO 86
TYPE f l S , P ( P l ( LPPCJ - l ) ) #3 )
85 FORMAT C ' 7 FOR CLEVEL—1) = 1 > E 1 0 , 3)
86 Tro? 87 , p CPI CN)#3)
97 FORMAT!'  Z FOR CLEVEL) = ' » E10 .3 )
JFCJ .GE .MV)GO TC 89 
TYPE 8 8 , P CP 1 CLFPCJ+1)) ,3)
88 FORmatC'  7 FOR CLEVEL+1)=1#E10.3)
89 TYPE 90
90 F ORM A T ( ' ENTER Z FOP VERTEX ’ #S)
READC5 , *,END=76#ERR=76)ZV
NJ=NJ+i
P ( N J , n  = C E X (K ,2 )  + E X ( N , m / 2 .
P ( N J , 2 )  = C E X ( N , £ i ) + E X ( N , 3 n / 2 .
P ( N J , 3 ) = Z V
IN = P1 C N + n - P l  ( N ) - l
P 0 = P 1 ( N ) - l
DO 91 1=1 , IN
I P C 1 ,N P T ) = N J
I P ( 2 , N P T ) = P 0 + I
I p C3f NPT)=B0+I+1 •





93 FOPMAT ( ' START WITH WHICH L E V E L ?  ’ #$)  
OF 10 (5,  1 l«,EN'r) = 7fc,ERR=76)LIN
I F  C L I n . E Q . O ) L I N  = L IND 
9a IND2=NLV-1
IF  ( T P I C . F O .  ' I  ' )  IND?=NLV 
I F C T R I C . N E . ' A ' J G C  TO 945 
TYPE 9a i
9fl 1 FORMAT P  POST-ED IT ?  ' , S )
ACCEPT 1 0» ANS 
P E = . F A L S E .
I F C A N S . E O . ' Y ' ) P E = . T R U E .
9<I5 DO 138 I L  = L I N , I N D 2
T0=LPPC IL+1 )-1  
6 0 = L P P C IL )- 1  
I F ( T R I C . K ' E . ' A ' ) G 0  TO 98 
C EMPLOY CONNECTIV ITY ALGORITHM 
DO 95 J  = 1 f 8 
F L A G C J )  = . F A L S E .
95 C C J , 1 ) = 0  
NL (1 )=1  
NL(2)=1 
NlB=T0-B0
NLT = L P P ( I L  + 2 ) - L P P C I L  + n  
DO 97 J= 1 ,N LB  '
DO 97 K=1,NLT 
DO 96 1=1 ,3 ,2
I F ( E X ( P O  + J , L * n . L T . F X C T O * K , L ) ) G O  TO 97
96 I F ( F X C R O * J , t ) . G T . E X ( T O + K , L + l ) ) G O  TO 97
cc j ,n = c ( j ,n  + i
C(K + M B . l > = C ( K * N L B , n  + 1 
C ( J , C ( J ,  1 ) + l )=K-fNLB
c ( x +n l B f C ck+n l p , n  + n = j
97 CONTINUE 
I F C T R l C . E O . ' A » . A N D . . N O T . P E ) G O  TO 121
58
C PAINT & LABEL LOOPS
98 IFC.NOT. TE*T) GO TO 109
00 99 1 = 1 , a
E m = E x c a o + i , I)
DO 100 1=60+2,LPPCIL+2)-l  
DO 100 J = 1 , 3 , 2
I F C FC J ) . GT . E X C I , J ) ) EC J ) = F X C I , J )









I FCTRIC .EQ. 'A ' JGO TO 121 
CALL BOX
J F C T R I C . E O . ' I M I N O s l  
10! DO 107 J=1, IND
IND1=LPF(IL+J-1>
I nD2=LPPCIL+J)-1 
DO 107 I=IND1, IND2 
CALL H0VECP1 m,o ,o )  




CALL M0VECP1Cl ) ,-57,-10)  •
CALL AL^ODE
IF C J , EQ, 2 ) GO TC 105
I FCTRIC .EQ . ' I ' )TYPE 103,1
103 FORMATCJH+,5,13)
I F C T R I C . N E . ' I ' )  TYPE 1 0 a , I I
10a FORMATC1H*,S,1 3 , ' B ' )
GO TO 107
105 TYPF 106,11 .
106 F0RMA T C 1 H + , I , I 3 , , T’ )
107 CONTINUE . 
CALL mvTOC0,767)
CALL ALPODE '
TYPE 10 fl, IL
108 FORMATC ' >> LEVEL * , 12)





C SELECT CONNECTIVITY MANUALLY
110 TYPE 111
111 FORMATC BOTTOM LOOPCS) CLOCAL)?' )
GO TO 113
TYPE 112
112 FOP•”AT C ' BOTTOM LOOPS : (GLOBAL) ' )
113 READC5,11U,END=76,ERR=76),N
114 F O R M A TCI)
IFCN,E( . .0)GO TO 115 
NLC1 )=NLC1) + !
LPSTKC1,KLC1))=N+BO 
IFCTRIC .EQ . ' S ' ) LPSTKCI ,NLC l ) ) sN
59
i
115 I F ( N L C 1 ) . E O . O ) G O  TO 1 1 *J 
TYPE 116
116 F ORMAT ( ' TOP L r . O P ( S ) ' )
117 R e i D C 5 , U U , E N D  = 76 ,ERR  = 7 6 ) , N  
I F ( N . E Q . O ) G O  TO 118 
NLC2)=NLC2)+1
L P S T K ( 2 , K ‘L ( ? ) )  = N + T0 .
I F ( T R I C . E O . ' S ' ) L P S T K ( 2 , N L C 2 n = N
■ GO TO 117
118 I F t M L ( 2 ) . E O . O ) G O  TO 119 
CALL OUAD
TP IC=T P IC1  .
I F ( T R I C . E O . » A ' ) G O  TO 138
119 TYPE 120
120 FOR m A T ( • NEXT L E V E L ? * , S )  .
ACCEPT 10,ANS
I F ( A N S . F C . ' Y ' ) G 0  TO 138
• I F ( , S O T . T E K T ) G C  TO 109
CALL BOX ’
GO TO 101 
C AUTOMATIC BRANCHING ALGORITHM
121 NL (1 )=1 
NL r 2 3 = 1
I F ( N C O N C ( U ) . F O . O ) G O  TO 128 '
. DO 127 J = l , N C O * C ( I L )
f  = $ U R R ( J ,  I D - 9 0  .
F L A G ( K ) s . T R U E .
I F t N C O N C ( I L + 1 ) .GT.05G0  TO 123 
I F f C ( K ,  n . G T . D T Y P E  1 2 2 , I L
122 F OR u A T ( 1 7 I L L E A G L E  CONCENTRICITY IN L E V E L ' # I 2 )  
L pS T K ( l , n = K  + 90
L P S T K ( 2 , l ) = C ( K , 2 ) + T 0  
CALL QUAD 
GO TO 127
123 00 12^ L=1,C(K,1) . . 
DO 12U K=1,NC0NCCIL+1)
I F ( S U P P ( ^ , I L  + n . E O . C ( K , L * l ) ) G O  TO 125
124 CONTINUE 
L P S T K ( ? , 1 ) = C ( K , 2 ) + T 0 -
GO TO 126 .
125 L P S T K C 2 , 1 ) = S U R P C N , I L + 1 )
F L A G ( S U R R ( N ,  I L  + n - T O )  = .T R U E .
126 CALL OUAO
127 CONTINUE
128 I F ( N C O V C ( I L + 1 ) . E R . O ) G O  TO 130 
DO 129 J= 1 ,N C 0 N C ( I L + 1 )
K s S U P R C J , I L ) - B O
F L A G ( K ) = . T R U E .  '
I F ( C C < , 1 ) . G T . 1 ) T Y P E  1 2 2 , I L
L P S T K ( 1 , 1)=K+B0 . •
L P S T K ( 2 , 1 )= C (K ,2 )+ B 0
129 CALL QUAD
C PRFPARE REMAINING LCOPS FOR OUAO
130 00 139 J= 1 ,N L B  
I F ( F L A G ( J ) ) G O  TO 138 
FLAG t J )  = . T P U F .  
i F ( c ( j , i ) - n i 3 e , i 3 i , i 3 2
C SIMPLE 1 ON 1
131 IV=C(C(J, l )+NLe, l )
GO TO 113
I F ( I V . G T . l  ) GO TO 132 
FL4GfC( J *2 ) )= .TRUE.
K'L ( 1 ) = 1 
NL(2)=1
LPSTKC2.1)=C(J ,2)+T0-NLB 
LPSTk ( 1 , 1 ) =C ( C ( J , 2 ) , 2 ) +B 0  
CALL QUAD 
GO TO 138 





133 DO 130 I =1 ,C(STACK(SP) ,1 )  
NODE=C(STAC<(SP) , IM)




i F ( c ( N o o e , n . E c . i ) G o  tc  130 
SP=SP+1
STACK(SP)=N0DE 
GO TO 133 
130 CONTINUE
I F ( S P . E G . l ) G0  TO 135
SP=SP-1
GO TO 133
135 N l ( l ) = 0  
NL(2)=0
DO 137 1=1 ,NBR
IF ( BRANC* ( I ) . LE . MB)GO TO 136 
NL (?)=*•• L ( 2 ) * l
LPSTK( 2 , NL( ? ) )=8RANCH(I)+T0-NLB 
GO TO 137
136 W L ( l ) = N L ( n  + l




I FCTRIC .EO. ’ I ’ JGO TO 76 
LIND=NLV+1
IF(DATAF)GO TO 6 
C OUTPUT
139 TYPE 100
100 FORMATC DONE? ' , $ )
ACCEPT 10/ANS 
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y* )GO TO 8 
NPT = NPT»1 
NP=NPHAX-1
TYPE ?0,NJ ,NPT
I P L ( 2 , I PL I , M P L d P L  I ) )=NPT
TYPE 101
101 FOP*AT{ ' OUTPUT FILENAME? ' , S )
ACCEPT 0,0 N A ME 
0PEN(UNIT=22,FILE=ONAKE)
DO 102 1=1 ,NP
MP I Cd J s O
DO 102 J = l , M P L ( n
102 N P I C ( I ) = M P I C ( I ) + I P L ( 2 , I , J ) - I P L ( 1 . I # J ) + l  
KRITE(22 , 106)NP,NJ f NPT
61
N = 0 '
DO 143 1=1 ,NP 
J = N+1
N=J+NPIC(1)-1 
NPLA(1 , I ) = J
103 NPL« (2 , I ) =N
W R I T f c f 2 2 , l « b ) f f N P L A ( I , J ) , I = l , 2 ) , J = l , N P )
W B I T E ( ? 2 , 1 « 7 ) ( ( P ( I , J ) , J = 1 , 3 ) . I = 1 , N J )
W 9 I T E ( 2 2 , 1 U 6 H C ( ( I P ( I , J ) , I  = 1 , 4 ) , J  = I P L ( 1 , N , M) , I PL ( 2 , N , M) >
1 ,K = l , M P L ( N ) ) , K : l #NP)
TYPE 144 . ■
144 F OR“ A T C ' SPECIAL FUNCTION F I L E? * , $ )
ACCEPT 1 0 , A NS •
I FCANS.KE. • Y • )GO TO 148 
TYPE 145
145 F OPu AT ( * FILENAME of S . F .  FILE:  ' , » )
ACCEPT <I,SNAME
O^E* f UK'IT = 23,PILE=SNAME) 






LOGICAL FLAG1 , FLAG2,FLAGC5) ,CLOSE, IPFC10) ,ORA l iF,MAP,BD,TEKT,PE# PEN 
CQv-CN/O/S'L (2)  ,LFSTK(2,5)  , NPT , N J , DZ , BD , TEK T , PE ,
1 E * C 1 0 0 , u ) , P 1 ( 1 00 ) , T P I C , I P L ( 2 , 5 , 1 0 ) , N I PLC 5 ) , I P L I , NP M A X , I P ( f t , 2 00 0 )  
CO«mon/ SODE/ °2C2 , 1100,3)
CO«HCM/Tfcl</xBAR, Y9AM,SF,P(200 0 , 3 ) , I YD2
INTEGER TEMP(200) ,NV(2) , f cEW(2»5) ,V(2#200) ,F IRST,Pl »PDUB(12)
REAL TRANS(2 , a ) ,TMAP(2 , 2 ) , 3 t 2 )
INTEGER CRDERC5 , 5 ) , CPC5 , 5 ) , 0 ( 5 ) rF IRSTl , F IHST2 ,CL ,CT 
REAL P ( 5 , 5 ) . D T C 5 ) , E ( « )
INTEGER NCPC2) ,CVC2 ,150) ,N1t2) ,K2(2 )










PEN=.FALSE. . , •
SFTzSF . •
DRAWFs.FALSE.
DO 48 *=1 , 2
otn=i
I F (NL(M) . E0 . 1 )G0  TO 2<»
I FCTRIC .NE . ' A• .0R.PE)GC TO 12 
C AUTOMATIC:
C FINC CLOSEST DISTANCE BETWEEN ALL LOOPS 
DO 7 I=1,NL(M)-1 
F IPSTl=PHLPSTK(y ,  I ) )
LAST1=P1CLPSTK(M, I)+1)-1 
00 7 J=I+1,NLCH)
FI0ST2 = P1 CLPSTK ((*, J )  )
L4ST2 = P1 (LPSTK(M,J)  + 1J-1 '
CP( I#J )=FIPST1




00 3 K=F IPS t1,LASTI
Toi sT  = (pe<f i ) - p ( C P ( j , n , n ) * * 2 + ( P ( K f 2 ) - p ( C P ( j , n , 2 ) ) * * 2  
IF (T0IST.GE.DIST)G0 TO 3 
DO 2 L=1#NL(")
I F ( k . EO . CP ( I , L ) ) GO  TO 3
PIST=TDIST
FLAr,2 = .FALSE.
CP C I #J )= K  
CONTINUE
IF(FLAG2.AN0.FLAG1)G0 TO 6 
FIAG1=.TRUE.
DO 5 K=FIPST2,LAST2
TDIST = ( P ( K , n - P C C P ( I , J ) , l ) ) * * 2 + ( P ( K , 2 ) - P ( C P ( I , J ) , 2 ) ) * » 2  
I F(TOIST.G£ .CIST)GO TO 5 
DO U L=1#ML(M)
I F ( k . EO . C P ( J , L ) ) G0  TO 5
DISTrTDIST
FLAG1=.FALSE.
C P ( J , I ) = K
CONTINUE
IF(FLAG1 . anD.FLAG2)G0 TO 6 
GO TO 1 
D( J ,  I )=DIST  
D( I , J )=[ ) I ST  
PICK The PROPER LOOP SEQUENCE 
00 9 I=1,NL(M)
J 1 = I
DT( I ) r 0.
00 8 J = l , 5  
FLAG(J )=.FALSE.
DIS  T = 0 .
DO 9 J=1,NL(M)
FL*G( J1)= .TRUE.
DT( I ) =DT( I ) + DI  ST ■
ORDER( I , J ) = J 1
J2 = J 1
0IST=1E35
00 9 K = .1,NL(M)
IF(FLAG(K) )G0 TO 9 
I F ( O I ST . LE . O ( J 2 , K ) )GO  TO 9 





I F f D I ST . LE . OT ( I ) ) G0  TO 10 




0 ( J ) = 0RCER ( I T , J )
DISLPAY LOOPS
I F { TR I C . EQ . , A , .AND. .NCT.PE)GO TO 26 
IF( .NOT.TEKT)GO TO 17 
CALL BOX 



























00 16 J=1 ,NL(K)
IND1=P1 (LPSTK(K, J ) )
IMH2=P1CLPSTK(K,J)+1)-1 
CALL HOVE( 1 * 0 1 , 0 , 0 )
00 13 L=IND1+1#IND2 
LL = L
CALL D»AW(LL,0,0)
I F ( m .NE.K)GO TO 16 
CALL ALHODE 
TYPE 10,J
F0R“ AT(1H+,S,  ' LOCP' , 11)





type  1 5 , L 











I F ( n . EQ. 1 )G0 TC 26
00 23 L=1#ML(M)-1 
TYPE 21 , 0 ( L )
FOR M A T( '  L ' ,  I I ,  ' P ? ' #S )
ACCEPT * ,C P C 0 ( L ) # 0 ( L M ) )
TYPE 22,0(L+1)
F0P«AT(lH + , 5 , ' TC L 1 #11»1 P ? ' , S )  
ACCEPT * ,CP(0(L+1)  , 0 ( L »  
t y p f  pa
FOR M A T( 1 CHANGES?*,*)
ACCEPT 2 5 , ANS 
F0R«AT(A1)
I F ( ANS .EO . ' Y ' )GO  TO 17 
INTERPOLATE * E w POINTS
I F ( NL (M) . E0 . 1 ) G0  TO 29 
I = L ° S T K ( 2 , 1)
J =Lp STK(1 , 1 )
11 =P 1 Cl )
J1=P1 CJ)
Z I = p ( I 1 , 3 )
2 J = P ( J 1 , 3 )
Z=CZ I+ZJ ) / 2 .
DO 28 I=1,NL(M)-1 
NJ=NJ+1 
NEW(M, I )=NJ 
DO 27 J = l , 2
K = J
12 = C P C 0 m , 0 ( 1 * 1 ) )
I3=CP(0(I+1) , 0 ( I ))
T J ? = P ( I 2 , J )
T J3 = P ( I 3 , J )
TJ= (TJ2+TJ3 ) / 2 .
6k
27 P(K' J , J ) =TJ
28 P (NJ , 3 ) =Z  
C COMBINE LOOPS






30 00 03 I = I N01 , IKD2, IND3
31 FIRSTrPl  (LPSTK(M,0 ( I ) ) ) -1  
IF(NL .EO.  1 )G0 TO 39
CL = C P ( 0 ( I ) . 0 ( I M ) ) - F I R 8 T  
I F C I . E0 . 1 . AND . INC 3 . EO . -DG0  TO 38 
I F C I . E Q . D G O  TC 32 
CT=CP( C ( I ) . 0 ( I -1 ) ) -F I RST  
I F ( I . FG . l ND ? . AK D . I M D 3 . E Q . n G 0  TO 35 




IFf IK.D3)N = CT 
GO TO 40
33 IF f 1 *03 ) 36 , 30
34 IF(CL.GT.CT)GO TO 37 
FLAG1=.TBUE.
35 FIBST=FIRST+CT-1
N=P1CLPSTK(M,0( I ) )+l )-FIRST-2 
GO TO 40










FLAG 1 = . TRUE.
39 I0U** = LPSTK(h , 0 ( I ) )  + 1 
N = P 1 f IDL'M)-FIRST-2
C ALL THAT WORK FOP TI-IS LITTLE 100P1
40 I F ( I . EG. IM02)FLAG1 = .FALSE.
I F ( N . E Q . O ) N s l
DO 4J J=1,N 
NVC*)=NV (M) + l
41 V(M,NVfM))=FIRST+J 
I F ( .K0T.FL»G2)G0 TO 42 
N = NFW(H, I )




42 IF(FLAG1)G0 TO 31
43 CONTINUE
I F ( N L ( * ) . E O . 1)G0 TO 44 





















GO TO 30 
CONTINUE 
SEGMENT ENDPOINTS 
N V ( M ) =NVCM)+1 
GO TO <16 
DO «5 1=1,2
i P C P ( v c M , n . i ) . N E . P c v ( M , s v C M ) ) , n ) G o  to  0 7
V ( M , N V ( P ) ) = V ( M , i )
go to  «e
V(M,NVCH))=V(M,NV(M)-|)+1
CONTINUE
I P C T 9 I C . E G . ' 4 ' ) T R I = ' A '
I F C T R I C . E G . ' A ■,A K O . .N O T . P E ) G O  TO 111 
DETERMINE EXTREMES
00 U9 1 = 1,a 
E ( I ) = E X C L P S T K C 1 , 1 ) , I )
DO 50 M=l ,2 
00 50 J = 1 ,N L ( M )
00 50 1 = 1 , 3 , 2  
E T 1 = E X C L P S T K C M , J ) , I )
ET2=p x C L P S T K C M , J ) , I + 1 )
I F C E T 1 . L T . E ( I ) ) E C I ) = E T 1
I F ( E T 2 . G T . E ( I + 1 ) ) E C I * 1 ) = E T 2
DX = E C 2 )-E (1 )
D Y = E C « )- E (3 )
OYT = D Y-fDZ
SF?=DX .
I F CO YT ,GT .S F 2 )S F2 = D YT
S F ? = 7 0 0 . / S F 2
SF1=DX '
I F C D Y .G T .S F 1 ) S F 1 = D Y  
S F 1 = 7 0 0 . /SF1 
X P A P = C E ( l ) + E C 2 ) ) / 2 .
VR 4P= CEC 3 )+ EC f l ) ) /2 .
I F C I V I E W . E O . D G O  TO 52 
SF = SF 2
IYD2=390.*DZ/DYT
GO TO 53 •
SF=SF1 
IYD2 = 0 •
IF C .N O T .T E K T )G O  TO 63 
CALL BOX 
OP 5« H=l,2 
CALL C R O S S C V C M , l ) » 5 )
DO 5« J = 2 , N V ( K )
C U L  D R A W ( v C M , J ) , 0 » 0 )
I F C I V I E h . E O . D G O  TO 57
1 Ys 1 0
00 56 m = j ,2
I X s S F * ( P ( v ( M . l ) , l ) - X B A R ) + 6 3 «
CALL HVTO C I  X , I Y )
DO 55 J=2,NVCM)
IX = SF*CPCv(r',J),l)-XBAR)+63a 
CALL VCTOCIX,IY)
IY=SF*DX+10
IF C N P T 1 . E 0 . N P T ) G C  TO 60 
INO=NPT1+1 
DO 58 I= IND*NPT
CALL M O V E ( I P ( l , n , 0 , 0 >
50 CALL D R A Wd P C2 , I ) , 0 , 0 )
I F ( IV IEU .F0 . 1 )GO  TO 60 
IYT=4*IYC2/39 
IYB=35*IYD2/39 
DO 59 I=IND,NPT 
IX = S F * ( P d P d , D ,  D-XBAR)+63fl  
CALL MVTOdX, IYB)
IX = S F * C P ( I P ( 2 , n ,  l )-XBAR)+63a
59 CALL VCTOdX, IYT)
60 I F d R I C . E Q . ' A ' . AND . ,NOT.PEN)GO TO 111 
CALL MOV F ( V( 1 , 15 , -10 , -10 )
CALL ALMODE 
TYPE 600
600 FORMAT ( 1H + , S , ' B ' )
CALL KOVE(V(2 ,1 ) , -10,-10>
TYPE 601
601 FORMATdH + , $ , ' T ' )
DO 62 M=l ,2 
J=NV(M)-2
DO 62 I =M, J , IND6
CALL MOVE(V(M, n , -U5 , - ! 0 )
CALL ALMODE 
TYPE 61,1
61 FORMAT ( 1H+. I , 13)
62 CONTINUE
CALL MVT0(0,767)
NLINE = 767 
CALL ALMODE




65 FOBmatC  TRIANGULATE*' ,S)
ACCEPT 136 TRI
T F ( T R I • EG. A ' ) GO TO 111
IF(TPI .EG. V ' ) GO TO 72
IFfTRi .EO. R * ) GO TO 90
IP(TPI .EO. C' ) GO TO 137
IF(TPI .EG. T ' ) GO TO 73
IF(TPI .EC. I ' ) GO TO 9a
IF(TRI .■EG. D' ) GO TO 69
IF ( T R I .EC. P ' ) GO TO 75
I F ( TR J .EG. E' ) GO TO 71
IF C TRI .EC. 0 ' ) GO TO 03
IF(TRI .EG. M • )GO TO 67
IF(TRI .EG. U' ) GO TO 60
TYPE 66
NL I NE =NLINE-8 0
66 FORMATd AUTO,INTERACTIVE, ' , / ,  ' RE NUMBER, DENS ITY , * , i
1 TOTALS ' , / , '  PART,ERASE,VIEW,MAP,UNMAP,ONE')
GO TO 6a 
C SET map FLAG
67 MAP=.TRUE.
GO TO 6a
C RELEASE map FLAG 
60 MAPr.FALSE.
GO TO 6a 
C SET NUMBER DENSITY
69 TYPE 70 .
, *  CONT,
67
70 FOPmatC  I ND3 = ’ , S )
ACCEPT * , IND6 ■
GO TO 53 
C ERASE .
71 NPT=NPT1 




C CHANGE NUMBER OF ORTHOGRAPHIC VIEWS
72 1 = 1 VIEW
IF ( I . E 0 . 2 ) I V l E I * » l  .
I F ( I . E C . n i V I E h  = 2 '
GO TO 51 
C TOTALS
73 TYPF 7U,NJ,NPT
74 F OR* AT ( 1 ' , I i | , '  NODES, ' ,  I fl , ' ELEMENTS’ )
GO TO 64
75 TYPE 7 6 , IPLI
C CHANGE PART NUMBER
76 FORHATC CHANGE FART FROM ' , 1 1 , '  TO • , $ )
ACCEPT * , N
IF (N . LE . NPMAX.ANC. NPT . GT . I PL ( l , I PL l , N I PLC I PL i n>GO TO 80 
IF(N.GT.NPMAX)GO TO 78 
TYPE 77
77 FORMATC CANT CHANGE PART NUMBER YET1)
GO TO 64
78 TYPE 79,NPMAX
79 FORMATC MUST PE LESS THAN * , 12)
GO TO 75 •
80 I F ( I PL I . EQ . N )GC  TO 64 
I=NPT-1
I F ( I P L ( t , I P L l , M P L ( I P L n ) . L T . I ) G O  TO 81 
N I P L ( I P L I ) = M P L ( I P L n - l
GO TO 82 .
81 I P L C 2 , I P L I , N I P L ( I P L I ) ) = I  "
82 NIPL(N)=MPLCN)  + 1
IPL(1,N,NIPL(K' ) )=NPT -
IF(N.EQ.NPMAX)NP^AX = NPh<AX + l 
IPLI=N 
GO TO 64 
C ONE AT A ti me
83 DO 88 1 : 1 , 4  ■
NLlNE=NLINE-20
TYPF 84,1 ..
84 FORMATC POINT * , 1 1 , ' .  T /8 , NO . * , $ )
ACCEPT 8 5 , T , N
85 F0RMAT(A1, I )
I F ( T . EO , ' T * ) G0  TO 86 .
I F f T . E O . ' B ' J G O  TO 87 
I F ( I . N E . 4 ) G 0  TC 64 
IP(4 ,NPT)=0 
GO TO fie 
8b I P (T , NPT)=V( 2 , M
GO TO 88
87 I P ( I » NPT J sV(1# K )
88 CONTINUE
CALL M0VE( IP (1 ,NPT) , 0 , 0 )
CALL DRAW( IP( 2 ,NPT) , 0 , 0 )

















I F ( I P ( < t , N P T ) . E C . 0 ) C A L I  D H A * t I P ( « , N P T ) , 0 , 0 )  
NPT=NPT+1
CALL MVTQCO,KL INE )
CALL AL^OOE 
GO TO 60 
REMUf'BFR
TYPE 91
F O R V A T f  NEW #1 N O D E ' , / , '  (TOP CONTOUR ) ' , * )  
N L I = N L I N E - 0  0 
DR A wF= .F ALSE .
ACCEPT * ,N5  
I F C N 5 . L T . 1 ) G 0  TO 90 
GO TO 113 
NTMTsNTPAX
N8MT = NHP A X ■
TYPE 95 ,N TMAX,NV (2 )
. NLINfc'=NLINF-80 
FORMATC TOP: ' , 13, , 1 3 )  
R E A 0 ( 5 , 9 6 , E N 0 = 6 « , E R R = 6 « ) , N 1 ( 2 ) , N2(2 )
F 0RM A T (21)
I F ( N 1 ( 2 )  . E O .O )GO  TO 137
TYPE 9 7 ,N B MA X , N V ( 1 )  .
FOR“ AT ( 1 ? C T T 0 ^ : ' , I 3 , ' - ' , 1 3 )  
RFA DC 5 ,96 ,END =fcU ,ERR= fe« ) ,N l ( 1 ) ,N 2C1 )
NPT2=NPT
I F C T R I . N E . ' A ' J G O  TO 99
n i  c n = i
N l ( 2 ) = l
N 2 c n = N v c n
N2C2)=NV(2)
N T D E L * 1 .
I F  ( v, 1 ( ? ) . G T . N 2 ( 2 ) ) N T D E L = - 1  
NBDEL=1
I F  CN1 C l ) . G T . K i ? ( l ) ) N B D E L  = - l  
I F  ( .KOT.MAPJGO TO 108 
DO 100 1=1,2
I F C M ( I ) . E Q . N 2 ( I ) ) G 0  TO 110
DO 102 1=1,2
I* D1 = N 1 C I )
I mD ? =n 2 C I )
I E C I N 0 1 . L T . I N D 2 ) G 0  TO 101
I NO 1 = IND2 
I N D 2 = N 1 ( I )
T R A V S ( I , n = P C V ( I , I N D l ) , l )
T R A M S C I , 2 ) = T P A N S C I , 1 )
T R A N S ( I , 3 ) = P ( V ( I , I N D 1 ) » 2 )
T R A * S C T , u ) = T R A N S C I , 3 )
DO 102 J = I N O 1+1 , IND2 
P X = P C V C I , J ) , 1)
IFCPX.LT.TRA NSC I , 1 ) ) TRANS Cl , 1)=PX 
IFCPX.GT.TRANSCI , 2) )TPANS( I , 2 )=PX 
P Y= PC V ( I , J ) , 2 )
I F  ( P Y . L T  .T R A N ' S C I ,3) ) T P A K S C I , 3 ) =PY 
I F C P V . G T . T R A N S C I , U ) ) T R A N S C I , « ) = P Y  
on 1 0 U 1 =1 , 2
TM * P C l , n  = (TRAKSCI , ? )+TRANSCI , n ) / 2 .  
TMAP(2, i ) s (TPAKSCI , 3)+TPANS( I , < l ) ) / 2 .
CO 105 1=1,2
IF (TRANSCI ,2 ) .EQ.TPANSCT,1 ) ) G 0 TO 108 
I F (TRANSCI , 3 ) . E0 .TRANSCI ,U) )G0 TO 108
S ( n  = i n O . / C T R * K S U , 2 ) - T R A N S C I , m  
S ( 2 ) = J 0 0 . / ( T R A N S ( I , « ) - T R A N S ( I i 3 ) )
IW=KBDEL
I F ( I . E G . ? ) I N = N T D E L
■ 00 107 J  = M ( I ) , N 2 ( I ) , I N  .
DO 106 K = l ,2
106 P ? C I , J , K ) = S ( K ) * C P ( V ( I , J ) , K ) - T M A P ( K , I > )
107 P 2 C I , J , 3 ) = P ( V ( I , J ) , 3 )
GO TO 110
C DON'T “ AP
108 DO 109 1=1,2 
IN=NBDEL
I F ( I , e o . 2 ) I N = N T 0 E L  
no 109 j= NH i),N?m,iN
DC 109 K= l , 3  
1 0 °  P 2 f I , J , K ) = P ( V ( I , J ) , K )
110 NT=N1(2) . 
NS = N1 (1)
NT*AX = N2 (2 )
N(?^AX = N 2 (1 )
GO TO 117
111 D1=1E35 
X 1 = P ( V ( 1 , 1 ) , 1 )
V 1 = P ( V ( 1 , 1 ) , 2 )
DO 11? I= 1 , N V ( 2 J
D 2 = ( P C V ( 2 , I ) , l ) - x n * * 2 + ( P ( V ( 2 , I ) , 2 ) - Y l ) * * 2  





113 I F ( N 5 . E C . D G 0  TO 116 
DO 1 iu  J= 1 ,N VC 2 )
l lf l  T f M P ( J ) =v ( 2 , J )
DO 115 J=1*NV C?)
. J R = J * N 5 - 1
I F ( J P . G T . N V ( 2 ) ) J R = J R - N V ( 2 ) + 1
115 V C 2 , J ) S T E M P ( J R )
116 I F ( T R I . F Q . ' R ' ) G O  TO 53 ,
GO TO 98
C TR IANGULATE b e t w e e n  l i m i t s
117 I F L  AG = 0
l i e  Tt>C 1 , N P T ) = V ( 2 , K T )
I P ( 2 . N P T ) = V ( 1 , K B )
I P ( a , N P T ) = o
P X = P ? C ? , N T , 1 ) - P 2 ( 1 , N B , 1 )  
RV=p ? ( 2 , n t , ? ) - P 2 ( 1 , n b , 2 )  
RZ=p ? ( 2 , K T , 3 ) - P 2 ( 1 , N B , 3 )
I F ( ^ T  . F G . N T MAX) GO TO 125 
IF CN B .E G .K S M A X )G C  TO 120 
D1 =0 .
D2 = 0 .
DO 119 1=1,3
P 1 = D 1 + ( P 2 ( 2 , N T , D - P 2 ( 1 , N B + K R D E L , I ) ) * * 2
119 u 2= 02+(P2 (2 ,N T  + \ ' T D E L , I ) - P 2 C 1 , N B ,  I ) ) * * 2
C S E L E C T  SMORTEST DIAGONAL .
I F  f 0 1 . L T . D2) GO TO 125 




I P ( 5 , N P T ) = V ( 2 , M )
121 KPT=SPT*1
SX = P 2 ( 2 , M . 1 ) - P 2 ( 1 » N B , 1 )  






IF<APEA1 ,NE.O)GO TO 122
NPT=NPT-1
GO TO 118




I F ( angT.LT.*ANG)GO TO 123 
IFLAG=0
10 ( u , n p t-2)=V(2,NT) 
h^PTsNPT-l .
GO TO 118 
C BOTTO* NOCE IS CLOSEST
125 IFC^B.EG.NBMAXJGO TO 130 
NRsKB+NBDEL 
IPC3,NiPT) = V( l ,NB)
126 NPTsN.PT + 1
SX = P2( 1 ,KB,1)-P2(1,NB-K0OEL»1) 
SY=P2(1*NBf2)-P2( l *NB-hBDEL*2)
SZ = p ? (  t , n b , 3)-P2(1,NB-KB0EL,3)
X2=RY*SZ-»Z*SY
Y2 = P Z*SX-RX*SZ
Z? = P> *SY-«Y*SX
a=?EA2=(X2*x2 + Y2*Y2*Z2*Z2J
IF(AfcEA2.NE.O. )GO TO 127
NPT s*P T-1
GO TO 118
127 IF ( I FLAG. EO . l )GO  TO 129
120 IFLAG=2
GO TO 118
129 AS-GTr (Xl *X2 + Yl*Y2 + Z l *Z2) /SCRTf  AREA1*AREA2) 
IFCAKGT.LT.UANG)GO TO 126 
I P ( a , KPT-2 ) = I P ( l , NPT- l )  . 




130 IF (TPIC .EO. »A» .AKO. .NOT.PE)60  TO J37 
C PAINT DIAGONALS
I F ( .NOT .TEKT)GC TO 13# •
131 DO 132 I=NPT2,*PT 
CALL * O V E ( I P ( 1 , I ) , 0 , 0 )
132 CALL D9AU( I P ( 2 , I ) ,0# 0)
I F J I V i e w . E O . D G O  TO 134
IYT=U*IYT2/39
IYp=35* IYT2/39
DO l i i  I=NPT2,NPT
IX = S F * ( P C I P ( l . n , l ) - x e A R ) + 6 3 «
CALL *VTO( IX, IYB)
I X = S F * ( P ( I P ( 2 , I ) , l)-XBAR)+63a
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135 F OR M A T(•  CHANGES?' ,S)
• ACCEPT 136 ,ANS
DPAwFs.TRUE. ’
I F ( >a iNE.LT.200 )GO TO 53
136 FOR^AT(Al )
I MANS.EQ .  • Y • )C-0 TO 130 
I F ( T R I . E C . ' A' )GO TO 137




• NPT = K'PT2 
IF(TRI .Ef3. 'A' )CRAWF = .FALSE.
I F (TRIC .KE . 'A» )GO TO 53 
PEN=.TRUE.
TYPE 139
139 FORMAT( 1 CHANGF CONNECT IVITY? ' , S )
ACCEPT 136,ANS 
I F (ANS .NE . ' Y ' )GO TO 53
TRIC='H'
C RESTORE PARAMETERS BEFORE RETURNING
137 YBAR=YBART
XBAR=XBART ■






CALL MVT0 (2«4 ,7 79 )
CALL VC TC(1023 ,7 79 )
CALL V C T 0 (1 0 2 3 ,0 )  .
CALL V C T C ( 2 « « , 0 )
CALL VCTO(2Uf l ,779)
RETURN 
END '
SUBROUTINE C R O S S d ,  I S I 2 E )  
C O M H C N / T F K / X R A R ,Y B A R , S F , P (2 0 0 0 ,3 ) , I Y D 2  
CALL H 0 V E ( I , - I S I 2 E , 0 )
CALL D R A W ( I , I S I Z E , 0 )
CALL M0VF f 1 , 0 , I S I Z E )
CALL D R A V . ( l , 0 , - I S I Z E )
CALL ^OVE( 1 , 0 , 0 )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE HOVE( I , I X D , I  YD) 
COMHON/TEK/XBAR,YBAR,SF,P(2000,3), IYDZ
I X = S F * ( P ( I , l ) - X B A R ) + 6 3 « + I X D
IY  = SF * ( F ( I , 2 ) - Y B A R ) + 3 9 0 t I Y D t I Y D 2
CALL H V T 0 ( I X , I Y )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DR At> ( I , T XD, I  YD) 
C O M M O N / T E K / X B A R ,Y B A R , S F , P (2 0 0 0 ,3 ) , I Y D 2
ix=sF*cp ( i ,n -ypA R )*6  3«*rxD
IV = Sf; * ( P ( I , 2 ) - Y8 A « )  + 39P + IYD + IY0 2





Throughtout this documentation, cues typed by the computer
are underlined. The program commences by asking:
BRAIN DATA?
User replies "yes", or "no" (brain data is handled slightly 
differently than user generated data). Next, the program requests 
FILE NAME OF INPUT DATA?
Whereupon the user types the file name. The brain data files 
are called Bn,DAT where n is an integer from 1 to 22. Now the 
program requests a command by giving the prompt:
READ>
This prompt ;Ts so named because it is here that parameters 
are set preparatory to reading the data files. READ> responds to the 







Change node elimination parameters S . , S ,
, f min max’
and 0 . , 
in i n
Causes the current number of nodes and panels 
to be output on the terminal.
Enables change of scale factor. Default is 
,0001 for brain data and 1 for non-brain data.
Computer responds, CLOSE ALL LOOPS? If yes, 
every contour line will be treated as a closed 
loop. Otherwise, only contour lines whose 
first and last nodes agree will be considered 
closed. Default is "yes".
Computer responds: TEKTRONIX SCOPE? "Yes" 
enables graphical output. "No" prohibits it. 
Default is "yes".
Computer responds: CLOCKWISE ORDERING? "Yes" 
forces all loops to run clockwise. "No" forces 
counterclockwise ordering. Default is "yes". 
Clockwise loops result in counterclockwise
73
71*
definition of visible panels. This understand­
ing is useful In using the Poor Man's hidden 
surface elimination in MOVIE.BYU.
EXIT - Exits from the program.
LEVEL - Since there are no convenient default values
for the parameters set by the LEVEL command, 
this is the command which actually initiates 
the reading of the disk file - after the 
following two questions are answered:
Z SPACING= . User responds with an integer "n" 
which indicates that every "nth" contour level 
Is to be read in from disk. The computer 
then asks: LEVEL RANGE:.The user enters two 
integers, j and k. Thereupon, the algorithm 
procedes to read every nth contour level 
from j to k inclusive, imposing the node 
elimination parameters. When array P has been 
loaded, ready for trIangulatIon, the program 
issues the BRANCH> prompt.
BRANCH - Proceeds to the BRANCH> prompt without reading
from disk.
MANUAL - Same as LEVEL, except loops from the brain data
can be constructed interactively from their 
constituent segments. This command is never 
needed except in cases where closed and non­
closed contour lines coincide on the same level.
The commands of PARAMETERS, TOTALS, SCALE, KLOCKWISE, CLOSE, 
and DEVICE return to the READ> prompt. LEVEL, BRANCH and MANUAL 
proceed to the next prompt:
BRANCH>
BRANCH> responds to the following commands, 





START WITH WHICH LEVEL?
User responds with an integer, n.
The computer asks,
POST-EDIT?
User responds "yes" or 
which will be explained momentarily.






, branching algorithm is now invoked which 
determines connectivity on the basis of 
window overlap. Branching and triangu1 at ion 
are also handled automatically. If POST­
EDITing was refused, the entire data file 
is thus triangulated - with no gaurantees.
If POST-EDITing was requested, each triangu­
lated contour pair is displayed for approval 
as the computer asks,
CHANGES?
Two things may be in error - the triangulation 
itself, or the choice of loops involved in 
branching. If either of these errors 
necessitate change, answer "yes". The 
computer then asks,
CHANGE CONNECTIVITY?
If the branching was at fault, answer "yes". 
This has the effect of changing from 
AUTOMATIC to MANUAL mode, and the user is 
free to manually control the branching. If 
only the triangulation was bad, answer "no". 
This moves the program counter to the 
TRIANGULATE> prompt, so the user can guide 
triangulation manually.
If no changes at all are needed, a carriage 
return pronounces acceptance and the algorithm 
procedes to the ne;xt contour pair.
Computer responds 
MAX, WARP ANGLE:
Here the user sets the Maximum Warp Angle 
described in chapter 5. Default is 45 degrees.
Computer responds 
START WITH WHICH LEVEL?
After which the user responds with an integer, 
n. The tektronix scope then displays the 
contour line(s) of level n, labelled with 
global loop numbers, A carriage return will 
cause level n+1 to be displayed; a "control-Z" 
(end of data) returns control to BRANCH>.
Again, the computer asks,
START WITH WHICH LEVEL?
The user responds with an integer,n. This 
initiates branching and triangu1 ation, Each 
pair of neighboring contour levels is consi­
dered respectively ranging from n to the last 
level read in. All contours from the two 
relevant levels are displayed, and identified 
by a number followed by T(top) or B(bottom).
The user selects from these loops the ones
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SINGLE -
which belong together for triangulation,
(This need only be used for complex cases of 
branching. Normally, the AUTOMATIC command 
handles branching adequately,) The computer 
asks:
BOTTOM LOOP (S) (LOCAL):
Here, the user enters the loop numbers of all 
the loops that are to participate in triangu­
lation, The loop numbers are delimited by 
carriage returns. The series is terminated by 
by a double carriage return, after which the 
computer asks:
TOP LOOP(S) (LOCAL):
The same procedure is again followed in input­
ting the top loops. This sequence of loop 
numbers is loaded into an array called 
Loopstack, which is passed to SUBROUTINE QUAD 
for triangu1 at ion. If there are more than one 
loop on either top or bottom (i.e. branching) 
QUAD displays all the loops and inquires of the 
user how to assemble them into one loop by 
asking
ENTER LOOP SEQUENCE:
The user now enters the sequence in which the 
loops are to be re-constructed (as explained 
in chapter 3). If not all loops are intended 
to be included, the sequence may be terminated 
with a control-Z. Next, the computer asks how 
to interconnect the loops by typing: (where 
the loop sequence is i,j,k)
Li P?
Enter the node on loop i to be joined to loop j. 
LjP?
Enter the node on loop j to be joined to loop I. 
etc.
When this series of questions is answered, the 
routine re-arranges the branching loops into 
one loop (as explained in chapter 3), and 
proceeds to the final command prompt of 
TRIANGULATE>, Commands for that prompt are 
discussed later.
This command performs a function similar to 
that of MANUAL, The difference is that 
global loop numbers are used instead of local. 
This enables any loop(s) to be defined as top 
or bottom. The SINGLE command is used only 
in irregular situations involving concentric 
loops. Execution procedes as in MANUAL.
CAP - CAP invokes an algorithm to form a pyramidal 
cap on a specified loop. The computer asks:
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GLOBAL LOOP NUMBER:
To find out what the global loop number ?s 
(in case the user doesn't know) use the INSPECT 
command. This should be done prior to 
invoking the CAP command.
WARP, CAP, INSPECT, and TOTALS return to the BRANCH> prompt.
AUTOMATIC returns to the READ> prompt after triangulating all aval"
lable contours.
The final prompt, TRIANGULATE>, is only encountered during the 
BRANCH command, or possibly during the AUTOMAT I C/POST-ED IT command 
(if triangulation is faulty).
responds to these commands:
Same as the AUTOMATIC command in the BRANCH> 
menu. .
As default, the program labels every other node 
for identification. If this labelling is too 
dense to decipher (or too sparce), the 
DENSITY command provides help.
The computer asks,
1ND3= , where IND3 is the 3rd DO LOOP 
parameter in the labelling loop.
Same as before.
The MOVIE.BYU graphics package enables panels 
to be grouped together as parts. Each part 
can then be addressed- seperately with its 
own set of display parameters. Here, the 
PART command funnels all succeeding panels into 
a specified part number. The computer asks: 
CHANGE PART FROM n TO :
where n is the currently assigned part number. 
Initial part use must proceed in numeric order. 
That is, part 2 must be used before part 3, 
etc. However, once used, there is no restric­
tion on future use, i.e. the part number could 
be changed from 5 to 2, for example. The 
algorithm safegaurds these rules, and notifies 






UNMAP - Sets a flag that causes the mapping algorithm 
to be bypassed, so contours are considered in 








Permits the user to manually define a single 
panel from any 3 (or k) nodes from the contour 
pa i r.
Permits interactive guidance of the triangula­
tion by requesting limits for both loops between 
which to triangulate. The computer types 
TOP: n-m
where n is the last node to be triangulated 
and m is the number of nodes on the top contour, 
(n and m are merely stated for clarity). The 
user responds with two integers delimited by a 
comma. The first delimiter is generally n, 
and the second is always ^m. Delimiters are 
also requested for the bottom loop. Triangula­
tion occurs within the prescribed limits and 
is displayed for approval. If approval is 
denied, only the newest panels are erased, and 
the user is invited to try again. A control-Z 
returns control to TRIANGULATE>.
Erases al1 panels from the present pair of 
contours.
Triangulation is facilitated if node 1 on the 
top loop neighbors node 1 on the bottom loop. 
RENUMBER enables this by asking 
NEW #1 NODE 
(TOP CONTOUR)
The renumbered contours are then displayed. . 
This renumbering must occur before any triangu­
lation. AUTOMATIC automatically renumbers 
before triangulating.
Returns control to the main program.
Opposite of UNMAP, Default is MAP.
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